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Jules Verne and The Heroes of Birkenhead.
Part 17.
Jules Verne Pays Tribute to the Birkenhead and Liverpool
Abolitionists.
There can be little
doubt that Jules Verne
was an abolitionist and
in this he was probably
influenced by his great
friends, the writers
Victor Hugo and
Alexandre Dumas, the
latter of whom was of
mixed race.
Victor Hugo
( (1802-85)

Alexandre Dumas
( (1802-70)

Victor Hugo supported the idea of armed
insurrection against slavery in the United
States, this included praising the actions of
the abolitionist John Brown in the storming
of the Harper’s Ferry Armory, Virginia on
the night of 16th October 1859.

John Brown (1800-59) and the Siege of
Harper’s Ferry on 16th October 1859.

Assuredly, if insurrection is ever a sacred duty, it must be when it is directed against Slavery.

Victor Hugo in written defence of John Brown (London News of 2nd December 1859).

Brown’s intention was to arm a slave rebellion and when the
attempt failed, he was promptly executed.
John Brown became a martyr to the abolitionist cause and the
incident is seen by many historians as a prelude to the American
Civil War.
The song ‘Glory Glory Hallelujah’ later became a marching
tune for the Unionist Army.
John Brown’s body lies a-mouldering in the grave..
His soul is marching on.
Glory glory hallelujah!

The John Brown Song c1860.

In Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1869) Victor
Hugo’s haunting portrait of the hanging of John Brown
would adorn Captain Nemo’s bedchamber wall.
The infamous Captain Nemo would go on to use the same
ambush and kill tactics at sea as his own hero John Brown
had practiced on land.

Jules Verne would write John Brown, that martyr to the
freeing of the black race and certainly John Brown’s soul
would go marching on within the Birkenhead built hull of
Captain Nemo’s Nautilus.
Victor Hugo’s portrait of John Brown.
Hugo’s portrait of John Brown would sit next to the portraits of fellow abolitionists Abraham
Lincoln and the Irishman Daniel O’Connell, all of them looking down in judgement on
Captain Nemo as he slept. Verne would say of the portraits …

What link existed between these heroic souls and the soul of Captain Nemo?

As we shall see, the link between these heroic souls will be found in Birkenhead.
We know that Jules Verne collected an almost encyclopedic amount of knowledge regarding
the history and geography of Birkenhead and the Wirral Peninsula. Much of what was
contemporary and well known in Verne’s day (such as Birkenhead’s link with the Atlantic
cable) is now largely forgotten.

The same is true of the ‘forgotten abolitionists’ of Birkenhead and Liverpool, and it is the
memory of these brave men and women, who spent their whole lives campaigning against
slavery, that Jules Verne will want to bring to the fore on his Mysterious Island.
Jules Verne will firstly identify one of the ‘Birkenhead
Abolitionists’ - William Wilson of Prices Candles at
Bromborough Pool.
In Mysterious Island, Cyrus Harding will make candles and
Jules Verne will quote word for word, William Wilson’s
own unique patented process of candle making and thus
impel us to study Wilson and his abolitionist cause.

Prices Candles – the largest candle manufacturer in the
world.
Having used a unique industrial patent as a secret code, Verne will then use an entirely
different code to highlight another abolitionist - James Cropper of Dingle Bank, Liverpool.
This particular ‘code’ will be hidden in
the name ‘Mercy River’ which Jules
Verne gives to the Tranmere Brook, a
watercourse which in ‘our reality’ on
November 6th, 1865, witnessed one of
the most historic events in all
American history – the final surrender
of the American Civil War.

Tranmere Brook /
Mercy River

Site of the surrender
of CSS Shenandoah

Surrender of the CSS Shenandoah,
Birkenhead – November 6th 1865.

To Jules Verne, the struggle for black civil rights starts with the end of the American Civil
War, and of course the end of the American Civil War took place in Birkenhead, England.
Our fifth novel will pay homage to the same Tranmere Brook, the same Confederate
surrender, and the same Cropper and Wilson families.
A number of historical ‘Interludes’ are therefore necessary to explain the symbolism of the
carefully chosen place names on Jules Verne’s Mysterious Island and how they relate to both
the abolition of slavery and Birkenhead’s substantial role in the American Civil War.
The story starts with the now largely forgotten abolitionists of Birkenhead and Liverpool,
who, like Jules Verne, seem to have infiltrated ‘The Slaving Capital of the World’ without
anyone in the modern world even noticing.

The Liverpool Slave Ship Captain Who Became an Abolitionist.
John Newton (1725-1807)
It is perhaps understandable that some of the first abolitionists came from Liverpool as they
would have firsthand experience of the conditions on the slave ships or the plantations of the
Caribbean. At the very least they would be able to collect the testimonies of others as they
came back to port.

One such person was John Newton (1725-1807).
Newton was a Liverpool Slave Captain who repented
and became a prominent abolitionist – his story will
later contribute to the hidden ‘slave narrative’ in Jules
Verne’s Mysterious Island.

John Newton (1725-1807)

Born in Wapping, London in 1725, at the age of just eleven Newton first went to sea. In
1745, following an onboard dispute aboard the Pegasus, Newton was abandoned by the crew
on the coast of Sierra Leone. The slave dealer Amos Clowe gave Newton to his wife,
Princess Peye of the Sherbro people, who mistreated him badly, as she did all her slaves.
Newton was finally rescued by a British sea captain who had been asked to look for him by
his father.

Newton returned to Liverpool in 1748 and became the
first mate on the slave ship Brownlow, he proceeded to
make three voyages as captain of the slave ships Duke of
Argyle (1750) and African (1752–53 and 1753–54).

A
A Liverpool Slave Ship in 1780.

In 1755 John Newton was appointed as a tax collector at the Port of Liverpool and eventually
became a priest in the Church of England where he also converted to the cause of antislavery. Newton was ordained a priest on 17th June 1764 and made a curate at Olney in
Buckinghamshire.

In 1788, 34 years after he had finally retired as the captain of
a slave ship, John Newton published a pamphlet called
Thoughts Upon the Slave Trade, in which he described the
horrific conditions aboard slave ships during the ‘Middle
Passage’ across the Atlantic. Copies were sent to every
British Member of Parliament.

Thoughts Upon the Slave Trade by John Newton (1788).

Newton apologised for his late confession and reflected upon the humiliation that he felt at
being once an active instrument in a business at which my heart now shudders.
Newton became an ally of William Wilberforce, the leader of the Parliamentary campaign to
abolish the African slave trade and he just about lived long enough to see the British passage
of the Slave Trade Act in 1807.

John Newton is best
remembered today for his
religious penitence, his
support for abolishing the
slave trade and most of all for
his composing the hymn
‘Amazing Grace.’

The song ‘Amazing Grace’ is featured in Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin,
it was sung throughout the American Civil War, and it grew in importance during the
American Civil Rights Movement of the 1960’s.

The town of Newton, Sierra Leone, is named after John Newton. In 1982, Newton was
recognised for his influential hymns by the American Gospel Music Association and he was
inducted into the Gospel Music Hall of Fame. The life story of John Newton was made into
the Broadway musical Amazing Grace in 2015.

President Barack Obama sang Amazing Grace at the funeral of Rev. Clementa Pinckney in
Charleston, South Carolina on 26th June 2015.
A stained-glass window at Olney, Buckinghamshire
pays tribute to John Newton.

John Newton Memorial Window at Olney.

John Newton is probably unique in that as a truly repentant ex-captain of a slave ship, he has
been largely forgiven by our modern society. The ability, perhaps not always to forgive, but
at least to reconcile with those who have truly repented, shows that in life, good things can
indeed come from bad.

Amazing Grace how sweet the sound
That saved a wretch like me
I once was lost, but now I'm found
Was blind but now I see.
John Newton (1725-1807)

The words of Amazing Grace and John Newton will resurface in Mysterious Island and Jules
Verne will once again raise the question of forgiveness and reconciliation for this particular
ex-captain of a slave ship.

The words of Jules Verne will also resonate…

I do so love America and the Americans.
Jules Verne

‘The Birkenhead Abolitionists’

McGregor Laird
William Wilson and James Wilson

Macgregor Laird (1808-61)

-BIRKENHEAD ABOLITIONIST AND EXPLORER-DESIGNED THE WORLD’S FIRST OCEAN GOING IRON STEAMSHIP-COMMISSIONED THE FIRST STEAMSHIP TO CROSS THE ATLANTIC-DESIGNED THE WORLD’S FIRST STEEL SHIP FOR THE EXPLORER AND
MISSIONARY DAVID LIVINGSTONE-HELPED OPEN UP AFRICA TO TRADE IN PALM OIL RATHER THAN PEOPLE-BROTHER OF THE MAN WHO IN FICTION BUILT CAPTAIN NEMO’S NAUTILUS-

Macgregor Laird was the brother of John Laird (1805-74), the Birkenhead shipbuilder, who
in fiction at least, constructed the hull of Captain Nemo’s legendary submarine the Nautilus.
Laird was a passionate abolitionist and
explorer who designed the Alburkah, the
world’s first ocean going steamship for
Richard Lander’s 1832 expedition up the
Niger River.
Laird believed that if a legitimate trade could
be developed with West Africa, then the sale
of slaves would die out.

The Steam vessels Quorra and Alburkah
from Narrative of an Expedition into the
Interior of Africa by MacGregor Laird
(1835).

Jules Verne would describe the 1832 expedition as follows;
In July, 1832, they equipped two steamers, the Quorra and Alburkah, which, under the
command of Messrs. Laird, Oldfield, and Richard Lander, appended the Niger as far
as Bocqua. The results of this commercial expedition were deplorable. Not only was there
absolutely no trade to be carried on with the natives, but the crews of the vessels were
decimated by fever.
The Great Explorers of the Nineteenth Century Jules Verne 1887.

Laird was one of only nine survivors
of an original crew of 48, and his
health never really recovered from the
three-year long expedition.
Laird also had interests in the Atlantic
trade and in 1838 Laird
Commissioned the Sirius as the first
ship to cross the Atlantic from Europe
entirely under steam.
SS Sirius (1838)
Laird’s attitudes to the slave trade are recorded in his writings and are a useful overview of
the more radical attitudes of the Birkenhead and Liverpool abolitionists.
Now, what is our position regarding the African race? Why history tells us that from 1562 to
1807 we were the largest slave-dealers and carriers in the world…
….. We are loaded with the accumulated debt of centuries of slave-trading and slave
holding; and awakened to our sense of condition, we have paid the first installment of our
debt by abolishing the slave trade and slavery as far as we ourselves our concerned.
Are we to stop here? – to be content with compounding for our guilt, leaving the millions
whose fathers we enslaved unenfranchised in America? – or are we to pay it in full by using
the peaceable and lawful means God has granted us, to advance the abolition of slavery
throughout the world.
McGregor Laird (1844)

Macgregor Laird believed that the combination of technological innovation in shipping,
exploration, free trade and the ‘truths of Christianity’ would strike a mortal blow to that
debasing and demoralizing traffic which had for centuries cursed that unhappy land.
In 1852, with the aid of Government subsidies Laird co-founded the African Steam
Navigation Company – a company primarily set up to encourage the trade in palm oil over
that in human beings.
Various trading stations were founded on
the Niger River and Laird even produced
his own currency of Trading Tokens to be
used on the Niger and Benue Rivers.

The Latin motto SPERO MELICEA
means I hope for better things.

Macgregor Laird Trading Post Copper
1/8 penny Trading Token (1858).

In 1858, McGregor Laird built the
‘Ma Robert’ the world’s first steel
ship for the abolitionist explorer and
missionary David Livingstone.
Livingstone’s Zambesi expedition
departed from Birkenhead on the
steamship Pearl on 10th March 1858,
complete with the steel sections of
the Ma Robert in the hold.

The Birkenhead Built ‘Ma Robert’

Jules Verne would pay the following tribute to the ingenuity of McGregor Laird.
"Mr. Emery," interrupted the Colonel, "this vessel is a masterpiece from Leard and Co's
manufactory in Liverpool.
In the twinkling of an eye the partitions vanished, all the chests and bedsteads were lifted out,
and now the vessel was reduced to a mere shell, thirty-five feet long, and composed of three
parts, like the "Mâ-Robert," the steam-vessel used by Dr. Livingstone in his first voyage up the
Zambesi.
Jules Verne - The Adventures of Three Englishmen and Three Russians in South Africa.
(1872)
The changing imagery of McGregor Laird’s African Steam Navigation Company would
represent his belief in the gradual ‘victory of Britannia’ and palm oil in helping defeat the
African Slave Trade. The trade in palm oil as an economic competitor to the slave trade will
also be referred to in our fifth novel.

.

Changing Abolitionist Imagery
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c1880
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William Wilson and his son James Wilson.
ABOLITIONISTS
PAID TRIBUTE IN LITERATURE BY THE AUTHORS HARRIET BEECHER STOWE,
ELIZABETH GASKELL, AND JULES VERNE.

William Wilson (1772-1860) was a Lanarkshire businessman
who moved to London in 1812 to become a broker in the
Russian tallow trade. Wilson and his family were fervent
abolitionists.

In 1830, in partnership with Benjamin Lancaster, Wilson
bought a patent for processing coconut oil, whereby the solid
and liquid constituents were separated by hydraulic pressure.
William Wilson (1772-1860)

Wilson and Lancaster developed this technology at their factory at Battersea, London, to
produce a harder pure white fat called stearine. When this white fat was used to make stearine
candles, they burned brightly without smoke or smell. They called their new candle company
Edward Price and Co.
On February 20th, 1840, Price’s Candles new stearine ‘composite’ candles were used at the
wedding of Queen Victoria to Prince Albert.
Price’s were granted the Royal Warrant by
Queen Victoria and still hold it today
having provided candles for all royal
functions for the last 180 years.

The wedding of Queen Victoria to Prince
Albert and Price’s candles (far right).

In 1847 The Wilsons’ company was renamed as Price's Patent Candle Co, with William
Wilson being appointed as company chairman and his sons, James and George Wilson,
becoming managing directors.

In 1853 William Wilson, together with his sons, James and George, set up a new factory on
an isolated tidal inlet of the River Mersey called Bromborough Pool, just three miles south of
Birkenhead. The Birkenhead factory was the sister factory to his works at Battersea, London.

Price’s Patent Candle Company - Birkenhead – the largest candle factory in the world.

Wilson chose the River Mersey as he could take advantage of cheap imports of palm oil
through the Port of Liverpool. Jules Verne gives Bromborough Pool the role of ‘Port
Balloon’ in Mysterious Island as the hidden abolitionist subtext based on places and people
comes further to the fore.
William Wilson also built the ‘model
village’ of Bromborough Pool for his
workers. The completed village comprised
142 houses with a church, school, institute,
shop, library, and cricket pitch for Price's
workforce.

Bromborough Pool Village.

James Wilson provided free meals, education, religious instruction and free summer
excursions for child employees – this was seen as revolutionary at the time and James Wilson
composed a report on Price’s Village and factory.

James Wilson’s report came to the attention of two novelists who will go on to play a much
greater role in our story.
According to Kate Teltscher (2012).
The novelist Elizabeth Gaskell, who was greatly concerned with factory conditions, was much
taken with the report, and proposed to Dickens that she write an article on Price’s for
Household Words. Dickens encouraged her but Wilson (who Gaskell knew) did not want the
factory to become a show place, so Gaskell dropped the idea. The following year, however,
Gaskell visited the works in the company of the American abolitionist and author Harriet
Beecher Stowe (who had recently published Uncle Tom’s Cabin). The example of Wilson’s
regime at Price’s, the critic Stephen Gill has argued, influenced Gaskell in the composition of
her great Novel North and South (1854-55).
Kate Teltscher Palace of Palms: Tropical Dreams and the Making of Kew (2012).
The philanthropic use of cocoanut palm oil as a raw material for candle manufacture had its
roots in the anti-slavery movement. The new palm plantations were seen as an economically
viable alternative to the slave trade and the setting up of new plantations was actively
sponsored by the British Government. Price’s pioneered the use of palm oil in candles over
the more traditional beeswax and sperm whale oil.
The region that produced the most palm oil – the present-day West African states of Ghana,
Nigeria and Togo were also the historic centre of the West African Slave Trade.
By 1833 Slavery had been abolished throughout the British Empire, and the abolitionist
movement turned its attention to the still thriving but largely illegal trade in sending captured
Africans to the United States, Brazil and the Arabian Peninsula.
The 1847 advertisement for Price’s Candles shows a candle maker using a palm oil candle to
burn through the rope tethering a slave to his captor. The freed slave is also offered the ‘Red
Cap of Liberty.’

The Company Logo for Prices Candles 1847.

Both Harriet Beecher Stowe and Elizabeth Gaskell would write letters of support to William
and James Wilson praising them for both the treatment of their employees and their antislavery stance.

Price’s Palm Oil Stearine Dinner Candles c1880.

In Mysterious Island, Cyrus Harding will manufacture the same stearine candle patented by
Price’s Candle factory of Birkenhead to light up the rooms of Granite House. Jules Verne will
therefore pay tribute to the anti-slavery cause of William Wilson in the form of a ‘chemical
fingerprint.’
Pencroft first suggests bringing candlelight to Granite House.
“Nothing is easier,” replied Cyrus Harding.”
“And when do we begin?”
“Tomorrow, by organizing a hunt for seals.”
“To make wax candles?”
For shame, Pencroft, tallow candles.”
Such was the engineer’s realistic plan, since he had lime and sulfuric acid, and the
amphibians of the islet would furnish the fat necessary to make them.
The next day, June 5th, amid rather uncertain weather,
they left for the islet. It was necessary to take
advantage of the low tide to cross the channel.
The seals were numerous and the hunters, armed with
their iron tipped spears, easily killed half a dozen.
Neb and Pencroft skinned them and bought only their
fat and skins to Granite House, the skins to be made
into sturdy footwear.
The result of the hunt was about 300 pounds of fat
which would be entirely used for making candles.

Collecting Seal Fat to Make ‘Birkenhead’ Candles

Here is the abridged description of the 1850’s patented candle making process as stated on
the Price’s Candles page on Wikipedia (2022).

In 1830 William Wilson created Edward Price and Co. and purchased the patent for the
separation of coconut fats. George Wilson devised a process for cleaning palm oil
with sulfuric acid and a new cheap source of fat was available.
They develop this technology for use in candle making, to produce a harder, pure white fat
known as stearine.
The by-products of saponification included glycerine. George Wilson manufactured and
promoted this by-product.
By 1864 a new method of ejecting candle from moulds using compressed air pushed candle
production to 14 tons a day.
By 1870 it was being used as a treatment for burns and skin disease, as a food preservative,
an additive to paints, a photographic emulsion, a suspension for vaccines and as a base for
soaps. George Wilson was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society for his pioneering
development of glycerine.
Another by-product, a liquid fat called oleine, could be used as a light lubricating oil.
Prices Candles - Wikipedia (abridged).

And here is Jules Verne’s tribute in ‘chemical fingerprint’ to the abolitionist William Wilson
as Cyrus Harding makes his patented ‘Birkenhead candles’ in Mysterious Island;

Cyrus Harding needed only sulfuric acid. Heating this acid with the neutral fatty material,
such as seal’s fat, would enable him to isolate the glycerin; then from this new mixture it
would be easy to separate the olein, the margarin, and the stearin using boiling water. But in
order to simplify the operation, he preferred to saponify the fat by means of lime. He thereby
obtained a sort of calcareous soap, easy to decompose with the sulfuric acid, which
precipitated as sulphate of lime, freeing the fatty acids.
Of these three acids, olein, margarin, and stearin, the first, being liquid, was expelled by
pressure. As for the other two, they formed the very substance which would be used for
molding the candles.
The wicks, after several attempts, were made of vegetable fibres and, soaked in the liquified
substance, they formed real stearin candles, molded by hand, lacking only whiteness and
polish.
Jules Verne – The Mysterious Island (1874).

The glycerine bi-product created by the colonists in Mysterious Island is eventually used to
make nitro-glycerine to blow up the bedrock of Mysterious Island and create Creek
Glycerine.

Elizabeth Gaskell will also pay secret tribute to
both William Wilson and James Wilson in her
novel Mary Barton (1849).
The fact that Jules Verne also pays his own
secret literary tribute to William Wilson in
Mysterious Island may suggests an element of
collusion between Verne and Gaskell – the
evidence for this will increase dramatically as
our adventure takes a surprise twist.

Price’s Glycerine c1890.

It is the deep symbolism linking people and place that will convey so many messages in the
deeply metaphorical world of Jules Verne.

"That's nitro-glycerin!"

The 1807 Abolition of the Slave Trade Act ended the
trading of enslaved people within the British Empire.
However, slavery itself was not made illegal, and not a
single enslaved African was freed.

The 1833 Slavery Abolition Act finally ended slavery in
The British Empire and set free over 800,000 people of
African heritage.

The ‘abolitionist revival’ that resulted in the 1833 Slavery
Abolition Act was started and largely driven by one
extended family group at Dingle Bank in South Liverpool.
Jules Verne, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Elizabeth Gaskell
and other significant authors will pay tribute to them in
literature….

…. but for the moment, this is their real story.
‘The Liverpool Dingle Group’

– Jules Verne’s ‘Mercy River’ –
Jules Verne’s tribute to the Liverpool Abolitionists.

Liverpool was at first to the antislavery cause nearly what
New York has been with us.
Harriet Beecher Stowe (1811-96)

– Jules Verne’s Mercy River –
Jules Verne was a great admirer of William Shakespeare, and a small bust of England’s
greatest playwright and poet occupied a prominent position in Verne’s household. It is
therefore apt that the naming of the Mercy River in Mysterious Island should start with the
influence of William Shakespeare himself and is a fitting tribute to the romantic movement so
prevalent in the mid-nineteenth century.

The quality of mercy is not straind.
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blest:
It blesseth him that gives and him that takes.

b

W

Portia in The Merchant of Venice (1596)
by William Shakespeare.

William Shakespeare (1564-1616)

Given the importance of nearby Bidston Hill in his writings, Jules Verne would have known
about the close links between the Stanleys, Earls of Derby (the owners of Bidston Hall,
Birkenhead) and William Shakespeare. The main family seat of the Stanleys is at Knowsley
Hall just outside Liverpool and some fifteen miles from Bidston.

Bidston Hall belonged to the Stanley
family from the 14th century until c1652.
The present building was most probably
built by Henry Stanley 4th Earl of Derby
(1531-93) and passed down to his eldest
son Ferdinando 5th Earl of Stanley (155994)

Bidston Hall c1900.

Ferdinando, the Fifth Earl of Derby was a theatrical
patron of both Christopher Marlowe and William
Shakespeare. Ferdinando went by the title of ‘Lord
Strange’ before assuming his full title as the Fifth Earl.
Ferdinando is thought to have employed Shakespeare in
his own troupe of travelling players known as Lord
Strange’s Men.
Although there is no documented evidence, it is
possible that William Shakespeare may have performed
at Bidston Hall for either the Fifth or Sixth Earl of
Derby.
Ferdinando Stanley Fifth Earl of Derby (1559-94)
Upon Ferdinando’s premature death, Bidston Hall passed to his younger brother William
Stanley 6th Earl of Derby (1561-1642). In a further intriguing twist, William Stanley the Sixth
Earl of Derby is classed by some historians as being the true author of Shakespeare’s works.
th Earl of
The possibility
of a link5between
Shakespeare
and Birkenhead is purely conjectural, however
Ferdinando
Stanley (1559-94)
the Earls of Derby will surface again in our wider adventure.

At the time of both of Jules Verne’s 1859 and 1867 visits to Birkenhead, the 14th Earl of
Derby, Edward Smith-Stanley held a prominent position in Queen Victoria’s Government –
that position was her Majesty’s Prime Minister of Great Britain and Ireland.

Jules Verne will proceed to assemble his
own version of ‘Lord Strange’s Men’ –
a travelling band of ‘players’ ….. in
Birkenhead.

Prime Minister Edward SmithStanley the 14th Earl of Derby (far
right) alongside Isambard Kingdom
Brunel and Sir John Scott Russell (far
left) at the launch of the SS Great
Eastern at Millwall Iron Works. 31st
January 1858.

In 1872, the fifteenth Earl of Derby became an honorary member of the Royal Mersey Yacht
Club at Tranmere, Birkenhead. The wider fictional links with the Earls of Derby will grow
stronger and remain in our story until at least 1948.

The ‘Mercy’ link now continues with the great American author and Birkenhead resident,
Nathanial Hawthorne.

Nathaniel Hawthorne was born in Salem, Massachusetts
in 1804. At the age of twenty-one he graduated from
Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine. In 1828
Hawthorne published his first novel "Fanshawe"
although at this time he largely concentrated on writing
short stories in various periodicals.
Hawthorne achieved his greatest success with The
Scarlet Letter published in 1850, followed by The
House of the Seven Gables (1851) and The Blythdale
Romance (1852).

Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804-1864)

In 1853 President Franklin Pierce appointing Hawthorne as US Consul in Liverpool, a role
considered to be amongst the most lucrative of American overseas postings.
The Hawthorne family sailed into Liverpool in July 1853, residing initially at the Waterloo
Hotel, then at Mrs Blodgett's lodging house at 133-135 Duke Street. It was at this guest house
that Hawthorne became acquainted with fellow lodger George Francis Train, a man who
would later become the first person to travel around the world in eighty days.
On the 6th August 1853, the family crossed the Mersey
by ferry and took up residence for nearly a month in the
Royal Rock Hotel, Rock Ferry, Birkenhead.
On September 1st 1853, Nathaniel Hawthorne and his
family moved into 26 Rock Park, Rock Ferry, living
there until 1855.

26 Rock Park, Rock Ferry (now demolished)
The area around Rock Park, Rock Ferry will play the very prominent role of Flotsam Point in
Jules Verne’s Mysterious Island.

In December 1853, a fellow author knocked on the door
at 26 Rock Park with an invite to attend a party, however
the Hawthornes were out shopping for Christmas
presents in Liverpool.
Later that evening a fog set in and with it went perhaps
the last chance for the writer to meet Mrs Elizabeth
Cleghorn Gaskell.

Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell (1810-65)

As we shall see, the abolitionist author Mrs Gaskell will return to our adventure in the most
utterly bizarre fashion – a fashion befitting of the great Jules Verne.

On 18th June 1855, Nathanial Hawthorne vacated 26 Rock Park, and took a holiday in the
English Lakes. He returned to Liverpool in late July and took residence in rooms at the
Royal Rock Hotel, Rock Ferry for the whole of August.

The hotel would, for a time, become the headquarters of the Royal Mersey Yacht Club – a
club who would later directly interfere in one of the most celebrated naval battles of the
American Civil War and provoke the third of four major international incidents between the
town of Birkenhead and the United States.
In September 1856, Nathanial Hawthorne
moved to Southport, renting a house on the
Esplanade. There he was visited by his
friend, the writer Herman Melville.
Such was the closeness of their relationship
that in 1851, Melville had dedicated his
new novel to Nathanial Hawthorne in
‘admiration for his genius’.
The name of that novel was Moby Dick.

Herman Melville (1819-91).

During his residence in Birkenhead, Hawthorne wrote two seemingly innocuous entries in
his English Notebooks.
August 9th 1853
The Mersey has the color of a mud-puddle, and no atmospheric effect, as far as I have seen
ever gives it a more agreeable tinge.
September 1st 1853
The river would be a pleasanter object if it were blue and transparent instead of such a mud
puddly hue,
In 1853, another world-famous American author
briefly took up residence on the opposite shore of the
River Mersey just one mile away from Hawthorne’s
house.
Her name was Harriet Beecher Stowe, author of the
anti-slavery novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852), the
best-selling novel of the 19th century.

Harriet Beecher Stowe (1811-96)

Stowe stayed for several days at the home
of the abolitionists John and Edward
Cropper at Dingle Bank, South Liverpool.
The house was built upon the rocky
headland of Dingle Point overlooking the
Mersey.

Dingle Bank (c1890).

The house was also sited just above a
beautiful sandy cove called Knott’s Hole.

The beautiful beach at Knott’s Hole in
the Dingle, South Liverpool (now built
upon).

Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Lodging House

Nathanial Hawthorne’s House

Just one mile apart – the 1853 Rock Ferry home of Nathanial Hawthorne and the 1853
Dingle Bank and Knott’s Hole lodgings of Harriet Beecher Stowe.
It is probable that Hawthorne and Stowe knew about their close proximity to one another in
the year of 1853. Harriet Beecher Stowe’s husband Calvin Stowe and Nathanial Hawthorne
were colleagues at Bowdoin College in Maine. United States President Franklin Pierce was
also a classmate.
Coincidentally or not, Stowe and Hawthorne seem to have struck up some sort of
‘conversation in literature’ across the River Mersey. After visiting nearby Speke Hall, Harriet
Beecher Stowe writes in her book Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands (1854).
Now, only think what a foundation
for a story is here. If our
Hawthorne could conjure up such a
thing as the Seven Gables in one of
our prosaic country towns, what
would he have done if he had lived
here?....

Speke Hall near Liverpool
Stowe then seems to give a reply to Hawthorne’s lament that the Mersey has the color of a
mud-puddle.
She writes
……This Mersey River would be a very beautiful one, if it were not so dingy and muddy. As we
are sailing up in the tender towards Liverpool, I deplore the circumstance feelingly. "What
does make this river so muddy?"
"O," says a bystander, "don't you know that
'The quality of mercy is not strained'?"

The conscious link between Hawthorne and Stowe is unproven, there is a five-month time
difference between their two diary entries, with Hawthorne’s being the earliest of the two.
Nathanial Hawthorne’s diaries were not published until 1870.

What does seem likely however is
that Jules Verne was ‘listening in’
during his highly detailed research
into the area’s historic links with
slavery and abolitionism.
Verne of course would later satirize
Hawthorne’s English Notebooks in
his 1895 novel The Floating Island –
also set in Birkenhead.
Sources of Jules Verne’s Research?

Jules Verne will later imitate Harriet Beecher Stowe’s praise of Liverpool as being first to the
antislavery cause by copying her play on words in comparing the ‘Mersey’ to ‘Mercy’ in his
Mysterious Island. Even more appealing to Verne, would be the link back to Shakespeare’s
Merchant of Venice.
In the novel Mysterious Island, the muddy River Mersey itself would become Union Bay and
Jules Verne would grant Nathanial Hawthorne his greatest wish in that an atmospheric effect
would indeed make his river a pleasanter object if it were blue.

Verne describes the sunrise over Union Bay (The River Mersey) in Mysterious Island.
A brilliant sun with no appreciable heat then rose from the ocean, its enormous disk floating
on the horizon. The surface of the sea was calm and as blue as a Mediterranean gulf when
the sky is clear.

The final passing tribute to the abolitionists of Knott’s Hole and Dingle Vale will be left to
our fifth novel and it will be the final supporting counterbalance as we turn our attention to
Liverpool’s historic role in the transatlantic slave trade and the area’s clandestine support of
the Confederacy in the American Civil War.
It goes without saying that Harriet Beecher Stowe’s moving tribute to the Cropper extended
family (from now on referred to as the ‘Dingle Group’) deserves our closer attention, not
least because of the hidden references to both the Croppers of Dingle Bank and the Wilsons
of Bromborough Pool that will eventually be revealed in our fifth novel.

The Dingle Group

The Dingle Group
Harriet Beecher Stowe (1811-1896)
– AUTHOR OF UNCLE TOM’S CABIN -THE BEST-SELLING NOVEL OF THE 19TH
CENTURY-WROTE EXTENSIVELY OF HER VISITS TO DINGLE BANK, SOUTH LIVERPOOL-

Harriet Elizabeth Beecher Stowe was born on June 14, 1811, in Litchfield, Connecticut, the
daughter of Congregational minister Lyman Beecher and Roxana Foote. In 1836, she met
and married Professor Calvin Stowe. He encouraged her in her writing and often gave
speeches on her behalf.

Stowe’s major work, Uncle Tom’s
Cabin (1852) depicted the harsh
conditions of slavery in the United
States in the decade leading up to
the Civil War. The book sold over
300,000 copies in the United
States and over one and a half
million copies in the United
Kingdom. It was the best-selling
novel of the 19th century.
Harriet Beecher Stowe and her
1852 novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin.

Beecher Stowe is credited with galvanising support for the abolition of American slavery on
both sides of the Atlantic, while at the same time provoking widespread anger in the south of
the United States. Stowe came to Liverpool in 1853 at the start of her speaking tour of major
British Cities.
Like many authors before her, she
wrote excitedly about entering the
port of Liverpool in Sunny
Memories of Foreign Lands
(1854).

A paddle steamer off Fort Perch
Rock and Lighthouse c1850.

Here is a bell buoy, where the waves keep the bell always tolling; here, a buoyant lighthouse…
Before us lies the great city of Liverpool. No old Cathedral, no castles, a real New Yorkish
place.
There, that's the fort," cries one. Bang, bang, go the two guns from our forward gangway.
"I wonder if they will fire from the fort," says another.
"How green that grass looks!" says a third; "and what pretty cottages!"

We are passing the Victoria Dock.
Bang, bang, again. We are in a forest
of ships of all nations; their masts
bristling like the tall pines in Maine;
their many colored flags streaming
like the forest leaves in autumn.

Liverpool Docks c1860 their masts
bristling like the tall pines in Maine.

"Hark," says one; "there's, a chime of bells from the city; how sweet! I had quite forgotten it
was Sunday."…

… A little unlocking, a little fumbling. "Shut up; all right;
ticket here." And a little man pastes on each article a slip of
paper, with the royal arms of England and the magical letters
V.R., to remind all men that they have come into a country
where a lady reigns, and of course must behave themselves
as prettily as they can.
Stowe sent Queen Victoria a copy of Uncle Tom’s Cabin in
1852 and was to meet the monarch in 1856.

Queen Victoria in 1852.

We were inquiring of some friends for the most convenient
hotel, when we found the son of Mr. Cropper, of Dingle
Bank, waiting in the cabin, to take us with him to their
hospitable abode. In a few moments after the baggage had
been examined, we all bade adieu to the old ship, and went
on board the little steam tender, which carries passengers
up to the city.

John Cropper (1797-1874)

Stowe was to stay in South Liverpool at the home of John and Edward Cropper, she continues.
I had an early opportunity of making acquaintance with my English brethren; for, much to my
astonishment, I found quite a crowd on the wharf, and we walked up to our carriage through
a long lane of people, bowing, and looking very glad to see us.
Beecher Stowe was overwhelmed by the welcome she received in Liverpool, crowds had
gathered around the docks cheering and laden with gifts. As far as the eye could see, men and
women from all walks of life strained to get a look at her. “It looked like Love,” her brother
Charles, clearly in awe of the scene, writes…

A line forms and marches past her window. Decent, respectful, each, as he goes by, assumes
an unconscious air … Others less particular stand and have a good stare … One little fellow
[who]climbed on the cab wheel and got a peep through the window …seemed too impetuous
and was seized by the shoulder by the police and pitched out. ‘I say I will see Mrs. Stowe!’ he
shouted, and back he came and dove headfirst into the crowd.
Harriet Beecher Stowe continues…
Our carriage at last drove on, taking us
through Liverpool, and a mile or two out,
and at length wound its way along the
gravel paths of a beautiful little retreat,
on the banks of the Mersey, called the
"Dingle."

Beecher Stowe’s beautiful Dingle Vale.

It opened to my eyes like a paradise, all wearied as I was with the tossing of the sea. I have
since become familiar with these beautiful little spots, which are so common in England; but
now all was entirely new to me.
We stopped at last before the door of a cottage, whose
porch was overgrown with ivy. From that moment I
ceased to feel myself a stranger in England. I cannot
tell you how delightful to me, dizzy and weary as I
was, was the first sight of the chamber of reception
which had been prepared for us.

Dingle Vale House and the door of a cottage,
whose porch was overgrown with ivy.

I found it impossible to close my eyes to sleep that first night till the dim gray of dawn. I got up
as soon as it was light and looked out of the window; and as my eyes fell on the luxuriant, ivycovered porch, the clumps of shining, dark-green holly bushes, I said to myself, "Ah, really,
this is England!"
Harriet Beecher Stowe. Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands (1854).

From her writings it is apparent that Dingle Vale in Liverpool formed very strong emotional
ties in Harriet Beecher-Stowe, it was here that she spent the first and last days of her highly
successful abolitionist tour of Britain and not only did the natural beauty and the views
captivate her but also the strong links to her passionate cause.
We have already seen that Jules Verne has brought back to prominence that almost perfect
relationship between the town of Birkenhead and the development of the Transatlantic cable.
Indeed, the word ‘cable’ is the code word in our fifth book.
In a similar vein, during his exhaustive research into the abolitionist movement in Liverpool
and Birkenhead, Jules Verne will want to bring to prominence the role of the Cropper family
of Dingle Vale. The extended Cropper family and the ‘The Dingle Group’ arguably represented
the greatest force for the final abolition of slavery in the United Kingdom. As we shall see they
will play a crucial role in hastening the pace of black emancipation in both the Caribbean
Islands in the 1830’s and to a significant extent in the United States in the 1850’s.
Their story is an incredible one, and just like the colonisers of Mysterious Island, it involves
all races working together as ‘brothers’ to form a better, fairer world.

The ‘Dingle Group’ centred around
the immediate Cropper family of Dingle
Vale, South Liverpool.
They included immediate family members
together
with
associated
writers,
intellectuals, artists, military leaders and
politicians. Although none would claim to
be part of the group in name, they would
together make a vital contribution to
worldwide black emancipation.
The Croppers’ Estate and Houses above
Knotts Hole - ‘Down the Dingle’.
Many seem to be united by an abiding religious belief that the power of the British Empire
could atone and repent for its previous sins by ending the evils of slavery wherever it be found
around the world.
Like Harriet Beecher Stowe, the wider
‘membership’ of the Dingle Group were
drawn to the strong abolitionist views of
the devoutly religious Cropper family
and the romance of their beautiful home
situated above the sandy cove known as
Knott’s Hole ……‘Down the Dingle’.

The beautiful Knott’s Hole …..
‘Down the Dingle’ in about 1830.

Harriet Beecher Stowe saved great praise for those in Liverpool who were the pioneers in
campaigning for the abolition of slavery–
Liverpool was at first to the antislavery cause nearly what New York has been with us. Its
commercial interests were largely implicated in the slave trade, and the virulence of
opposition towards the first movers of the antislavery reform in Liverpool was about as great
as it is now against abolitionists in Charleston.
Harriet Beecher Stowe. Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands (1854).
The Dingle Group and the extended Cropper family would elicit both public and hidden support
from some of the World’s most famous writers. To understand these ‘tributes in literature’ one
must first look at the wider achievements of the Dingle Group.

–The Dingle Group –
-James Cropper (1773-1840) of Dingle Bank-INITIATED THE 1820’S ‘ABOLITIONIST REVIVAL’ WHICH RESULTED IN THE
EMANCIPATION OF 800,000 AFRICANS WITHIN THE BRITISH EMPIRE-SPONSORED THOMAS CLARKSON’S 1820’S ABOLITIONIST TOUR OF BRITAIN-RECRUITED DANIEL O’CONNELL – THE GREATEST ANTI-SLAVERY ORATOR
OF THE 19TH CENTURY, TO THE ABOLITIONIST CAUSE-RECRUITED JOSEPH STURGE TO THE ABOLITIONIST CAUSE- INCITED SLAVE REVOLTS IN GUYANA IN 1823 AND IN JAMAICA IN 1831-ORGANISED WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON’S 1834 VISIT TO GREAT BRITAIN-RADICALISED THE ABOLITIONIST POLICIES OF WILLIAM WILBERFORCE-

James Cropper (1773-1840) of Dingle Bank, Liverpool, was born at Winstanley,
Lancashire into a Quaker family, the son of Thomas Cropper and Rebecca Winstanley.
As a Quaker, James Cropper belonged to a deeply
religious Protestant Christian denomination who
refused to participate in war, always wore plain dress,
opposed slavery, and abstained from drinking alcohol.
In 1807 the British Government had banned the
trade in slaves; however, no slaves were actually freed.

James Cropper (1773-1840)

The campaign had been driven largely by the ‘Clapham
Sect’, a group of prominent religious campaigners which
included, amongst others William Wilberforce, Zachary
Macaulay, Granville Sharp and Thomas Clarkson.

Heroes of the Slave Trade Abolition (1807) Sharp,
Macauley, Wilberforce, Buxton and Clarkson.

James Cropper had begun his commercial career in 1790 as
an apprentice under Liverpool merchant William Rathbone.
William Rathbone was also a quaker, a fervent abolitionist
and a founding member of the Liverpool Committee for the
Abolition of the Slave Trade.
Rathbone lived in a house called ‘Greenbank’ in South
Liverpool, just two miles away from the home of James
Cropper.

William Rathbone IV (1757-1809)

In 1799 James Cropper went into partnership with Thomas Benson to form the shipping
agents Cropper, Benson and Co. The success of the firm enabled Cropper to build a pocket
stately home called Dingle Bank on the rocky promontory of Dingle Point, overlooking the
River Mersey in the south of Liverpool. Two adjacent houses were built for Cropper’s sons –
John and Edward.

James Cropper became concerned at the continued mistreatment of enslaved Africans in the
years following the Abolition of the Slave Trade Act in 1807. He also believed that slavery
was becoming more and more uneconomic and supported by a series of unfair subsidies when
compared to sugar grown by free men in the East Indies.

The actions of Liverpool’s James Cropper would lead to the resurrection of the abolitionist
movement, the involvement once again of William Wilberforce and eventually the abolition
of slavery itself.
The campaign for emancipation opened with a series of
letters which the Quaker merchant James Cropper wrote
to Wilberforce in 1821 and which he published in the
Liverpool Mercury.
Michael R. Watts The Dissenters (1978)

As an M.P. Wilberforce had been the politician most
associated with the Abolition of the trade in Slaves in
1807. Cropper was now proposing the eventual abolition
of slavery.
W
William Wilberforce (1759-1833)

It was James Cropper, a Quaker businessman of Liverpool, who examined, questioned and
ultimately attacked British slavery from 1821, who impelled abolitionism forward. The old
abolitionists rallied to Cropper's side only after the newcomer had set the movement on an
ideological and organisational course of his own choosing.
Mark Jones The mobilisation of public opinion against the slave trade and slavery (1998).

Twenty-one days later, William Wilberforce wrote his now famous letter to Thomas Fowell
Buxton, requesting him to act as his partner and successor in a great crusade for
emancipation.
In another letter to fellow abolitionist Zachary
Macauley dated 12th July 1822, James Cropper wrote of
his intention to form a society in Liverpool, which
would promote the final abolition of slavery itself.
Macauley had been strongly associated with the 1807
Slave Trade Act and the ‘Clapham Sect’. Zachary
Macauley’s daughter Margaret would marry James
Cropper’s son Edward and so Macauley would become
a full family member of ‘The Dingle Group’.

Zachary Macaulay (1768 –1838)

Cropper would use his maritime links with the United States to collect reliable information on
the conditions of slaves and promote free labour over slave labour as a means of attacking the
economic viability of slavery.

In December 1822 Cropper announced the formation of the Liverpool Society for the
Amelioration and Gradual Abolition of Slavery, it would adopt the same views as its equal
partner society in London, of which Cropper was already a committee member.

The Liverpool Society would take charge of the distribution of anti-slavery pamphlets in the
north of England, Ireland and the U.S.A. The historian Roger Anstey credits James Cropper
with initiating the formation of both the London and Liverpool societies.
In March 1823, Wilberforce presented a petition to the Commons from the Quakers that
declared ‘it was the duty of Parliament to put an end to slavery’.

In a letter to fellow abolitionist, Matthew Babbington, Wilberforce would write 'Good
Cropper's proposal ... makes me love better, a man I already esteemed and loved'

The Dingle Group Incite the 1823 Demerara Slave Rebellion.
Harriet Beecher Stowe would pay tribute to James Cropper and ‘The Dingle Group’ in her
Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands (1854).
The father of our host, Mr. Cropper, was one of the first and most efficient supporters of the
cause in Liverpool; and the whole circle was composed of those who had taken a deep interest
in that struggle.
James Cropper also had a very public and long-standing
feud with Liverpool’s John Gladstone (the father of the
future four times Prime Minister William Gladstone).
John Gladstone had extensive slave holding properties in the
Caribbean and their correspondence in the local press was
later produced in book form in order that the whole of this
controversy is submitted to the public.
Gladstone insisted that slaves in the West Indies were well
treated, and their working conditions protected by existing
laws.
John Gladstone (1763 – 1851)
In the correspondence, Cropper accused slave owners of excessive cruelty and causing the
degradation of African people. He claimed that the slaves were routinely whipped, were
indiscriminately sold, separating from their families, and for six months of the year had to
work for one half the night, as well as the whole day.

Following William Wilberforce’s March 1823 petition to Parliament ‘to put an end to
slavery’, the British Government dispatched instructions to the Colonies to improve slave
working conditions. The Governor of Demerara (part of modern-day Guyana) and the
colony’s administration, all of whom were slave owners, failed to take action to implement
the British Government's wishes.

The inaction of the Governor created a widespread but mistaken belief in Demerara that the
British Parliament had passed a law for emancipation that was being withheld by the colonial
administration.
In 1823, a slave revolt broke out on
John Gladstone’s own ‘Success’
plantation in Demerara.

The Demerara Slave Revolt of 1823.

The Demerara rebellion of 1823 was an
uprising involving more than 10,000
enslaved people between August 18-19
and was led by slaves with the highest
relative status.

Demerara Sugar Plantation c1840.
The rebellion had been instigated by Jack Gladstone, a slave who, as was common at the
time, had been given the surname of his ‘owner’. The rebellion also involved his father
Quamina Gladstone and senior members of their church group, including allegedly its
English pastor, John Smith of the London Missionary Society who worked with the enslaved
Africans.
The largely non-violent rebellion
was brutally crushed under the
Governorship of John Murray
with an estimate of between 100250 slaves killed.

The Retreat of Lieutenant Brady,
Demerara, August 1823.

After the insurrection was put down, a further 27 slaves were executed including Quamina
Gladstone whose body was later hung up in chains by the side of a public road in front of the
"Success" plantation.

John Gladstone put in a plea for clemency for Jack Gladstone and he was sold and deported
to the island of St Lucia. Pastor John Smith was tried by a military court and although not
found guilty of all charges, was sentenced to death for not supporting the white planters in the
uprising.
Smith’s execution was delayed until approval was received from Britain, but before
instructions from Great Britain for his release were delivered, Smith died in his prison cell
from tuberculosis.

News of Pastor John Smith's death strengthened the
abolitionist movement in Britain amongst religious groups.
The brutal crushing of the rebellion also brought the general
plight of the slaves in the sugar plantations to the attention of
the British people and would thus bring closer the
eventual abolition of slavery.
Jack Gladstone and Quamina Gladstone are celebrated
today as national heroes of emancipation in Guyana.

Pastor John Smith (1790-1824)

Memorials to Jack and Quamina Gladstone.

There is no doubt that Sir John Gladstone personally blamed the abolitionist pamphlets of
James Cropper for the Demerara Slave Rebellion. In their ‘back and forth’ correspondence in
the Liverpool Mercury (December 1823). Gladstone would accuse James Cropper of …

…at the same time printing and circulating those opinions, thereby instigating the negroes to
insurrection, with its consequences, murder and destruction.

Gladstone stated in no uncertain terms that he believed the slave revolt had originated not in
Demerara, South America but in Dingle, South Liverpool…

….the late revolt in Demerara (originating here)…
John Gladstone.
The Correspondence Between John Gladstone, Esq., M.P., and James Cropper (1824).

The Dingle Group.
– Zachary Macaulay (1768 –1838) –
-FATHER-IN-LAW OF EDWARD CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-

-FATHER OF MARGARET MACAULEY CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-ABOLITIONIST AND ASSOCIATE OF WILLIAM WILBERFORCE-FOUNDER MEMBER OF THE ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETYJames Cropper’s son Edward Cropper was married to
Margaret Macauley, the daughter of the famed anti-slavery
campaigner, Zachary Macaulay.
Zachary Macaulay (1768 –1838) was a Scottish antislavery
activist, the son of Margaret Campbell and the Rev. John
Macaulay (1720–1789), minister in the Church of Scotland.

Z

Zachary Macaulay (1768 –1838)

At the age of 16, in 1784, Macauley
emigrated to Jamaica, where he became
an assistant manager at a sugar plantation.
He was deeply affected by violence shown
to the plantation slaves and began to take
an interest in their welfare. He returned to
Britain at the age of 24.

An 18th Century Sugar Plantation.

In 1790, partly because of his experiences in Jamaica and his interest in slave welfare, he was
invited to visit Sierra Leone, the west African colony set up to provide homes for the
emancipated slaves from the United States who had come to Sierra Leone via Nova Scotia.

Macauley became a council member of the colony and was promoted to Governor in 1794
and served until 1799. On returning to Britain Macauley joined the Society for the Abolition
of the Slave Trade and worked closely with William Wilberforce. He soon became a leading
figure in the parliamentary campaign against the slave trade. Macauley collected and collated
a huge amount of evidence against the slave trade and became a member of the ‘Clapham
Sect’ of Protestant reformers and abolitionists.
In 1823, together with James Cropper and others,
Macauley helped found the Society for the Mitigation
and Gradual Abolition of Slavery (later the AntiSlavery Society).
Macauley founded the society’s newspaper the AntiSlavery Reporter in 1825 and became its first editor.

The Anti-Slavery Reporter October 20th 1830.
Apart from Macauley, other founder members of the Anti-Slavery Society who were part of
the Cropper family included Lord Denman and Joseph Sturge together with close friends
Thomas Clarkson, William Wilberforce, and the Irish politician Daniel O’Connell.
It could be argued that if the Clapham Sect were pivotal to achieving the abolition of the
slave trade in 1807 then the Dingle Group in South Liverpool, of which Macauley was a
family member, were just as influential in achieving the more important goal of the total
abolition of slavery in 1833.
Zachary Macauley, through his diligent work and organisational skills, worked endlessly to
end the slave trade. As a leading abolitionist Macauley has a memorial dedicated to him in
Westminster Abbey.
The inscription describes Macauley as a man who…
partook for more than forty successive years, in the counsels and in the labours which guided
and blest by God first rescued the British Empire from the guilt of the slave trade; and finally
conferred freedom on eight hundred thousand slaves…
.
Just under the bust is a
medallion with the kneeling
figure of a slave inscribed
"Am I not a man and a
brother".

Zachary Macaulay
Memorial in Westminster
The
Abbey.

-The Dingle Group -Thomas Clarkson (1760-1846) -ONE OF THE MOST PROMINENT ABOLITIONISTS OF THE 18TH AND 19TH
CENTURY-FAMILY FRIEND OF BOTH JAMES AND JOHN CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-1820’s ANTI SLAVERY TOUR SPONSORED BY JAMES CROPPER OF DINGLE
BANK‘CONSTANT AND GENEROUS FRIEND’ OF THE SONS OF AFRICA

In June 1823, James Cropper wrote to Zachary Macauley suggesting that Thomas Clarkson
should resurrect his 1788 tour of the country, this time to campaign for the total abolition of
slavery. Cropper wrote the letter from Clarkson’s own home.
James Cropper then proceeded to subsidise Clarkson’s tour of the United Kingdom to the
sum of £500 (£65,000 in 2022 values). John and Edward Cropper donated £100 each.
They split the country between them, Cropper and others would spend four months touring
around districts which already had existing anti-slavery societies while Clarkson would use
his oratory and fame to convert new audiences around the country to the emancipation cause.
Clarkson would remain as a key speaker of the society and for devote much of his time to
working with James Cropper and others in disseminating anti-slavery materials to the United
States.

Thomas Clarkson (1760-1846) was an English
abolitionist and leading campaigner against the slave trade
in the British Empire. He was a founder member for the
Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade upon its
inauguration on 22nd May 1787.
Clarkson would devote the whole of his long life to ending
the slave trade.

Thomas Clarkson (1760-1846).

Clarkson worked closely with the abolitionist William Wilberforce and was a leading figure
promoting the passage of the Slave Trade Act of 1807 which ended the British trade in slaves.

Clarkson was unique in that he worked
closely with both the leading ‘slave
narrative’ authors of the 18th and 19th
centuries - Olaudah Equiano (1747-97)
and Frederick Douglass (1817-95).
Equiano’s organisation The Son’s of
Africa’ referred to Clarkson as our
constant and generous friend.
Olaudah Equiano (1747-97) and
Frederick Douglass (1817-95).
Clarkson’s Committee for the Abolition of the Slave Trade gave speaking opportunities to
individuals who had experienced the horrors of slavery first hand, namely Olaudah Equiano
(1747-97).

On July 9, 1789, Thomas Clarkson wrote a letter of introduction on behalf of Olaudah
Equiano to the Reverend Thomas Jones, Master of Trinity College, Cambridge University.
This letter was to recommend that Equiano be invited to deliver a lecture and advertise his
autobiography at Cambridge University.

In the 1780’s and 90’s Thomas Clarkson rode 36,000 miles around Britain on horseback,
writing pamphlets and lecturing on the evils of slavery. He was accompanied by two exLiverpool surgeons Alexander Falconbridge and James Arnold, who had first-hand
knowledge of the conditions on slave ships.
As well as carrying slave chains and iron
neck braces, Clarkson also carried
pictures and artifacts with him to show
that Africans were highly skilled
artisans and argued for a humane trading
system based on goods rather than
human beings.

Thomas Clarkson’s Campaign Chest.

William Wilberforce was the public face of the abolitionist movement and used Clarkson’s
research as ammunition for his yearly abolition bills that he brought before Parliament.

Clarkson’s most obvious legacy today is his acquiring of the now universally known image of
slaves loaded on to the Liverpool ship Brookes, which he published in London in 1791.
The image was taken with him on his many lectures and
supplied to William Wilberforce along with other antislave trade materials for use in Parliamentary debate.
The poet William Wordsworth later wrote a sonnet to
Clarkson praising him for his role in the Abolition of the
Slave Trade Act of 1807.

P

Plan of the Liverpool Slave Ship Brookes.

After final emancipation was achieved in the West Indies on August 1st, 1838, Clarkson
continued to campaign against slavery and his focus turned to the United States, where
slavery was still expanding in the deep south of the country.
On June 12, 1840, Thomas Clarkson gave the opening speech at the World Anti-Slavery
Convention held at Exeter Hall, London. Slavery had been abolished throughout the British
Empire some six years earlier. Some 500 abolitionists from around the world attended with
200 delegates from Britain and about 50 from the United States.
The physical closeness and centrality of three members of ‘The Dingle Group’ is a highly
symbolic.
Daniel O’Connell
Thomas Clarkson

Joseph Sturge
John Cropper

Thomas Clarkson giving the opening speech at the World anti-Slavery Convention. B
B
Behind, beneath, and about him, are the oldest and dearest friends of the cause.
N
The National Portrait Gallery.

The potent mix of abolitionist politicians, philanthropists, authors of both sexes, together with
free and freed men of colour, would give impetus not just to their movement but to perhaps
our wider adventure story. The pen, jointly yielded by people of all races, would indeed be
mightier than the sword.
Clarkson’s keynote speech
would reverberate amongst
notables such as Lady Byron,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Daniel
O’Connell, free men of color
Charles Lennox Remond and
Louis Celeste Lecesne, together
with former slaves Edward
Jarrett and Henry Beckford.

Lady Byron
1792-1860)

Charles Lennox Remond
(1810-73)

Many at the conference believed that Britain and the Empire were now in a prime position to
lead the fight for the abolition of slavery throughout the world, particularly in the United
States, East Africa, and the Arabian Peninsula.

On August 21st, 1846, the abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison and the freed black American
slave Frederick Douglass paid a final visit to the ailing Thomas Clarkson at his home in
Ipswich.
Douglass would recount many years later that he never forgot how Clarkson “took one of my
hands in both of his, and in a tremulous voice, said, ‘God bless you Frederick Douglass” I have
given 60 years of my life to the emancipation of your people, and if I had sixty years more,
they should all be given to the same cause.’”
Thomas Clarkson died just four weeks later.

The historian David Blight would say;
In his old age, when Douglass himself encountered people who just wanted to say they had
touched his hand, he could say that he had touched the hands of Thomas Clarkson, whose
intrepid travel, collecting, and advocacy had done so much to end slavery in the British Empire.
Frederick Douglass Prophet of Freedom

David W. Blight (2018)

The Dingle Group.
- Joseph Sturge (1793-1859) -HUSBAND OF ELIZA CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-SON IN LAW OF JAMES CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-BROTHER-IN-LAW OF JOHN CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-ORGANISED THE WORLD’S FIRST ANTISLAVERY CONVENTION IN LONDON IN
1840- FRIEND OF THE FREED AMERICAN SLAVE FREDERICK DOUGLASS-CHAMPION OF JAMAICAN EMANCIPATION1824 was a busy year for James Cropper as he would recruit a
young fellow Quaker from Birmingham who would
eventually becoming one of the most radical abolitionists of
the 19th century – his name was Joseph Sturge.

Joseph Sturge (1793-1859)

Cropper and Sturge first seem to have met in 1823 in the aftermath of William Wilberforce
raising once again the issue of slavery in Parliament.
In his Memoir of Joseph Sturge (1865) Henry Richard writes of the relationship between
Joseph Sturge and James Cropper.
It so happens, also, that the first allusion we find to this question in Mr. Sturge’s papers,
bears reference to this very document with which Mr Wilberforce introduced the question of
slavery to the House of Commons.
In some rough notes he took in the proceedings of the Friends’ Yearly Meeting in London for
1823, is the following entry;
‘The petition to the House of Commons was read, and some very interesting remarks made on
the state of slavery by William Allen, John Wilkinson, James Cropper, and a number of other
Friends.’ From that moment the subject took strong possession of his mind. …
…His interest in it was continually nourished by the discussions which took place, almost
annually at the Friends’ Yearly Meeting and especially by the close personal intercourse
which soon grew up between him and Mr. James Cropper of Liverpool….

… we need not wonder to find Mr. Sturge closing his report with the remark that ‘during the
discussion, and particularly while Mr James Cropper was speaking, an almost intense degree
of interest was shown, and the numbers present far exceeded those at any of the previous
sittings.’
From this time forward Joseph Sturge was irrevocably committed to the cause of the slave,
and soon began to enter upon that long series of active services in connection with it, which
ended only with life.
M
Memoir of Joseph Sturge (1865) Henry Richard

Joseph Sturge was born of Quaker parents in
Gloucestershire in 1793. After attending a quaker school
and becoming a farmer, Sturge moved to Birmingham in
1822 where he became a successful importer of grain.

Joseph Sturge (1793-1859)

In October 1825 Joseph Sturge joined forces with James Cropper who had been publicising
the anti-slavery cause in the English midlands. Cropper was a mentor to Sturge and talked
with leading citizens, held public meetings, gave speeches, and formed societies.
Both Sturge and Cropper shared the same rural Quaker origins and Cropper had been
impressed by the young Sturge’s speeches at the annual London abolitionist meetings of 1823
and 1824. Despite the twenty-year age gap, the two would form a formidable partnership and
lifelong friendship.
In 1831 the radical Joseph Sturge formed a partnership with James Cropper’s son, John
Cropper to form the Young England Abolitionists, it was distinguished from other antislavery groups by its uncompromising arguments and vigorous campaigning tactics.
In 1834, Joseph Sturge formally joined the Cropper family when he married James Cropper’s
only daughter Eliza, herself an active quaker and abolitionist.
Like his friend and now father-in-law, James Cropper, Sturge supported radical political
actions, working-class rights, and the immediate emancipation of slaves. As an ‘Immediatist’
he was strongly against the policy of gradual emancipation (Gradualism) initially espoused
by both William Wilberforce and Thomas Clarkson.

After slavery was finally abolished throughout the British Empire in 1833, Sturge travelled to
the Caribbean, he was fully aware of the ironic plight of Jamaicans suddenly divorced from
both the slave plantation land they had cultivated and the slave homes they had lived in. Sturge
and others purchased farmland in the north of the island to resettle emancipated slaves.
Sturge also helped found Free Villages to
provide living quarters for freed slaves; one was
named "Sturge Town" in his memory.

Sturge Town Plaque.

In 1840 Joseph Sturge largely organised the first World Anti-Slavery Convention in Exeter
Hall in London, it ran between 12–23 June 1840. It was attended by over 200 delegates from
Britain and its Empire, and 50 from America with the remainder of delegates being made up
of other countries. A crucial role at the convention was played by the presence of free black
delegates and former slaves.
The convention unanimously accepted Sturge’s paper, which condemned not just slavery but
also the world's religious leaders and every community who had failed to condemn the practice.
The practice of Christian leaders in the deep south of the United States supporting the principles
of slavery would be later condemned at Dingle Bank, Liverpool by Harriet Beecher Stowe
In 1841 Sturge toured the Southern slave states of the United States with the New England poet
and abolitionist John Greenleaf Whittier.
Between 1845-1847 Joseph Sturge was heavily involved in Frederick Douglass’s antislavery
tour of Britain. Both the Quaker Sturge and Douglass himself firmly believed in abstaining
from the drinking of alcohol (temperance).

On Thursday, I accepted an invitation to attend and speak at the anniversary meeting of the
National Temperance Society, held in the far-famed Exeter Hall. It was a splendid meeting. A
resolution was adopted, proposing a World’s Convention to be held in London, some time
during the month of August. It was supported by Mr. Joseph Sturge and myself. I mention this,
simply to call attention to a noble testimony borne by Mr. Sturge against slaveholders—a
testimony which must have the best effect, just now.
.
Frederick Douglass – Letter to William Lloyd Garrison May 23rd 1846.

On December 5th 1846, the people of Newcastle upon Tyne paid $711.66 to (the equivalent to
some $25,000 in 2022) to Frederick Douglass's ‘owner’ Thomas Auld, to purchase Douglass’
freedom. Joseph Sturge would oversee the raising of further funds to enable Frederick Douglass
to bring his family to Great Britain permanently.
I have just received a letter from Mr Sturge, the chairman of the meeting at which the money
was raised, saying he will cause to be forwarded to any person whom I may mention as my
friend in the United States, five hundred dollars, to be appropriated to the removal of my family
to this country. So I rest in the hope of soon being joined by my family in a land where they
will not be constantly harassed by the apprehension, that some foul imp of a slaveholder may
lay his infernal clutch upon me, and tear me from their midst.
Frederick Douglass – Letter to William Lloyd Garrison May 23rd 1846.

Frederick Douglass eventually decided to return to America and fight for ‘my people’. He
returned as a free man and with a gift of $2,500 raised by various British antislavery societies
(equivalent to $85,000 today) to start an anti-slavery newspaper in the United States called
the North Star.

Since I have been in this land I have had every inducement to stop here. The kindness of my
friends in the north has been unbounded. They have offered me house, land, and every
inducement to bring my family over to this country. They have even gone so far as to pay
money, and give freely and liberally, that my wife and children might be brought to this
land….

… I like Joseph Sturge, of Birmingham, I revere the Anti-Slavery Committee, I love the

abolitionists of England; but they ask me too much when they desire me to step from the side
of Garrison (cheers).
Frederick Douglass – A Farewell Speech to the British People

March 30th 1847.

In 1857 Joseph Sturge purchased the Montserrat sugar estate of Bransby’s with the intention
of undercutting slave states prices using free labour. This followed the claims that slavery as

an institution was not economically viable in a free market, an opinion long put forward by
both McGregor Laird of Birkenhead and James Cropper of Dingle Bank, Liverpool.
Sturge named the estate Elberton after his Gloucestershire birthplace. Sadly, he died two years
later, in 1859, at the age of 66, before being able to put this enterprise to the test. Ownership of
Elberton Estate passed to his daughter, Sophia Sturge.
In Jamaica Joseph Sturge is celebrated as a
‘Champion of Emancipation’ an honour for those
individuals, who together distinguish themselves as
true anti-slavery champions in Jamaica.

The Jamaican Flag.
The ‘Champions of Emancipation’ are compiled by the Jamaica Information Service of the
Jamaican Government. The Information Service states …
The Emancipation Act 1838 was passed by the British Government following a sustained
abolition campaign, underscored by bloody slave uprisings in the colonies and widespread
public outcry against slavery. In the midst of the campaign, which lasted from 1780 until
1838, several individuals distinguished themselves as true anti-slavery champions. Among
these include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thomas Clarkson
William Wilberforce
Joseph Sturge
William Knibb
Thomas Burchell,
Edward Jordon
Samuel Sharpe
Jamaica Information Service (2021)

The Jamaican Government acknowledges the role played by the British abolitionists,
Jamaican citizens and enslaved African Americans as ‘Champions of Emancipation’ –
fighting as black, white, and mixed race ‘brothers’ against the evils of slavery.
In Jules Verne’s Mysterious Island (1874) the freed black slave Neb, together with the
abolitionist Cyrus Harding, the reporter Gideon Spilett, the sailor Pencroft, the young boy
Herbert and the reformed pirate Ayrton would also work as ‘brothers’ to build a freer
fairer society in miniature, and all under the protective eye of Captain Nemo.
The Jamaican Government’s own words of tribute to their ‘brothers’ - their own
‘Champions of Emancipation’ living on a much bigger island than Mysterious Island are
included at the end of this article.

-The Dingle GroupDaniel O’Connell (1775-1847)
IRISH MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT
–BROUGHT TO THE ABOLITIONIST CAUSE BY JAMES CROPPER OF DINGLE
BANK, LIVERPOOL–
–19th CENTURY POLITICAL LEADER OF IRISH CATHOLICS–
–THE LIBERATOR –
–SUCCESSOR TO WILLIAM WILBERFORCE–
– MOST MESMERIC ABOLITIONIST OF HIS GENERATION –
–ORGANISER OF A ‘CRUSADE’AGAINST SLAVERY –
–FRIEND AND INSPIRATION TO FREDERICK DOUGLASS –
-A HERO OF CAPTAIN NEMO ON BOARD THE BIRKENHEAD BUILT NAUTILUS-

In 1824 James Cropper paid a visit to Ireland where he found many farmers on the brink of
starvation with employment scarce and very low wages. He fully realised the evils of
absentee landlordism and he drew parallels with the absence of Sir John Gladstone from his
West Indian plantations.

The following year Cropper produced a pamphlet entitled
The present state of Ireland, with a plan for improving the
position of its people, he would go on to lobby for the
alleviation of poverty in Ireland.
It was on his 1824 visit that Cropper’s anti-slavery
campaigning and persuasive manner came to the attention
of the future Irish Member of Parliament Daniel
O’Connell.

Daniel O’Connell (1775-1847)

Daniel O'Connell (1775 –1847), also known as ‘The Liberator’, was the acknowledged
political leader of Ireland's Roman Catholic majority in the first half of the 19th century.
O’Connell was a firm believer in ‘Catholic Emancipation’ a process that involved reducing
and removing many of the historic restrictions placed on Roman Catholics. In 1829 he took a
seat in the United Kingdom Parliament.

Despite practicing as a successful lawyer and being preoccupied with Catholic emancipation,
O’Connell immediately embraced the cause of anti-slavery. Only a few months after meeting
Liverpool’s James Cropper, O’Connell had become the natural successor to the now
increasingly frail William Wilberforce.

O’Connell’s biographer Patrick M. Geoghegan (2012) would write;

O’Connell’s interest in the issue of slavery had been dated back to 1824 when James
Cropper, a Liverpool Quaker merchant, visited Ireland to raise support for a proposal to
undermine West Indian slavery.
Liberator The Life and Death of Daniel O’Connell 1830-47. Patrick M. Geoghegan (2012)

James Cropper’s plan to manipulate the price of cotton on the Liverpool Cotton Exchange
failed but Daniel O’Connell would join James Cropper and become the most mesmeric
abolitionist speaker of his generation. One young slave in Maryland was influenced by
Cropper’s newest recruit to the Dingle Group, possibly via James Cropper’s pamphlets.

I cannot proceed without alluding to a man who did much to abolish slavery, I mean Daniel
O’Connell. I feel grateful to him, for his voice has made American slavery shake to its centre.
—I am determined wherever I go, and whatever position I may fill, to speak with grateful
emotions of Mr. O’Connell’s labours. I heard his denunciation of slavery, I heard my master
curse him, and therefore I loved him. In London, Mr. O’Connell tore off the mask of
hypocrisy from the slave-holders, and branded them as the vilest of the vile, and the most
execrable of the execrable, for no man can put words together stronger than Mr. O’Connell.
Frederick Douglass
Daniel O’Connell would later refer to Frederick Douglass as ‘The Black ‘O’Connell’.
The African American abolitionist, Charles Lenox
Remond, said that it was only on hearing
O’Connell speak at the first Anti-Slavery
Convention in London in 1840 that he realized
what being an abolitionist really meant in Britain.
"every fibre of my heart contracted, when I
listened to the scorching rebukes of the fearless
O’Connell".
International Slavery Conference, London 1840.

James Cropper also introduced Daniel O’Connell to the American abolitionist William Lloyd
Garrison who would go on to describe O’Connell as…
“the most wonderful of the statesmen and orators of the age.”

Daniel O’Connell’s bond with the ‘Dingle Group’ would grow even closer, when in February
1844, Edward Cropper’s father-in-Law, Lord Denman, Lord Chief Justice, led the House of
Lords in quashing O’Connell’s conviction for inciting rebellion in Ireland. O’Connell would
gain his freedom after serving just three months of a twelve-month prison sentence.

In fiction, Daniel O’Connell’s portrait would look down in judgement upon Captain Nemo in
the bedchamber of his Birkenhead built Nautilus alongside that of Abraham Lincoln and John
Brown. Jules Verne himself would write in Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1869).

What link existed between these heroic souls and the soul of Captain Nemo? Could I finally
solve the mystery of his existence by this collection of portraits?

As we shall see, Daniel O’Connell’s words will become the words of Captain Nemo within
the Birkenhead built walls of his Nautilus submarine.
I have been assailed for attacking the American institution, as it is called, — Negro slavery. I
am not ashamed of that attack. I do not shrink from it. I am the advocate of civil and religious
liberty, all over the globe, and wherever tyranny exists, I am the foe of the tyrant; wherever
oppression shows itself, I am the foe of the oppressor; wherever slavery rears its head, I am
the enemy of the system, or the institution, call it by what name you will.
Daniel O’Connell speech in the presence of Frederick Douglass, Conciliation Hall,
Dublin, September 29th 1845.

Daniel O’Connell died in Genoa, Italy on May 15th,
1847 – his heart was interred in Rome.
Perhaps it is fitting, for our story that before being
carried on to his funeral in Dublin, Daniel O’Connell’s
body would at first lie in rest in a sea chapel and have
thousands pay their own respects ……
…… in Birkenhead.
Daniel O’Connell’s Sea Chapel at Birkenhead.
Illustrated London News, August 14th 1847.

The Dingle Group
The Support of Black Activism in the United States.
In the 1820’s James Cropper sponsored several American free black initiatives, for example
in 1828 he donated to a Philadelphia school for black infants. James Cropper also used his
Liverpool links to directly encourage antislavery activism in the United States. The Cropper
family scrapbook was filled with anti-slavery literature and contained a list of contacts in the
United States who had already been sent large packets of abolitionist pamphlets from
Liverpool. The pamphlets, usually up to 20 pages long would be commonly read out loud at
meetings and make their way to the slave states. The earliest list (c.1827-9) included editors
of all three American antislavery newspapers.
Fellow Quaker, Benjamin Lundy
edited the Genius of Universal
Emancipation.
Lundy regularly acknowledged his
debt to English correspondents,
especially those in Liverpool.

Benjamin Lundy (1789-1839)

John Brown Russwurm edited the
first black newspaper, Freedom’s
Journal (1827-9). Russwurm was
only the third African American to
graduate from an American College.

John Brown Russwurm (17991851)

Quaker Enoch Lewis was editor
of the African Observer (1827-8).

Enoch Lewis (1776-1856)

Between 1829 and 1831, the Croppers updated their lists.
Cropper replaced Russwurm as the main contact in the
New York’s free black community with the African
American Peter Williams, Jr.
Williams was an Episcopalian bishop and a future
member of the board of the interracial American
Antislavery Society.

Peter Williams, Jr (1786-1840)
Cropper’s 1830s list included James McCune Smith, a
young black intellectual and militant.
Smith was the first African American to gain a medical
degree having graduated in Glasgow, Scotland.

James McCune Smith (1813-65)

James McCune Smith sailed into Liverpool on 9th September 1832 and spent nearly a week in
the city. His first words about Liverpool and James Cropper are recorded in his diaries.
“I am free” was the thought which flashed through my mind as I trod the strong wharf with a
foot that coveted every inch of the space… I could embrace the soil on which I now live, since
it yields not only to all who dwell, but to all who may come to it, a greater amount of rational
liberty than is secured to man in any other portion of the globe.

In the afternoon McCune Smith attended a service at the church of St George in Liverpool.
When N_________ and I entered the church, our swarthy skins did not exclude those
civilities which are due to man from man, in the temple of his Maker. - Several pew doors
were flung open, and books courteously offered to us.
There were no cold looks, no supercilious or sanctimonious frowns; none appeared to have
reached that pitch of devotion in which creatures frown upon the works of their Creator –
upon their fellow creatures, not for the hue of the soul, but of the skin.
What a contrast, when compared with the reception that would have been given us in an
American church!

James McCune Smith was most likely in the company of
the Reverend Nathaniel Paul, an African American Baptist
minister from Albany New York and a leading black
spokesperson.
Nathaniel Paul (c1793-1839) was involved in fundraising
efforts for the Wilberforce Colony in Canada, a settlement
set up to house African Americans fleeing violent attacks
in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Nathaniel Paul (c1793-1839)

During a four year stay in Britain (1832-35), Paul
joined James Cropper and Captain Charles Stuart in
campaigning against the American Colonization
Society – a society set up to encourage the repatriation
of free African Americans to the continent of Africa.
Captain Charles Stuart (1783-1865) (centre) at the
International Slavery Convention (London 1840).

Captain Charles Stuart (1783-1865) was an Anglo-Canadian abolitionist who in 1821 began
helping fugitive slaves who were crossing the border into free British Canada. He began a
small free colony near Amherstburg, where he actively assisted the new arrivals to start new
lives as farmers. James McCune Smith would also first meet Charles Stuart at Dingle Bank.
Twenty years later both Stuart and McCune Smith would be regular correspondents with
Frederick Douglass.

James Cropper and Nathaniel Paul would join Daniel
O’Connell, William Lloyd Garrison and George Thompson
in giving speeches delivered at the anti-colonization
meeting, in Exeter Hall, London, July 13, 1833.

Speeches Delivered at the Anti-Colonization Meeting.
Author. James Cropper (1833)

The African-American community in the United States and the abolitionist movement were
overwhelmingly opposed to the American Colonization Society, although surprisingly it did
initially attract the support of Britain’s William Wilberforce. As we shall see, one man would
later change William Wilberforce’s views on the American Colonization Society – his name
was James Cropper.

On September 11th, 1832, James McCune Smith paid a visit to James Cropper at Dingle
Bank.

Chartered a coach, and drove out to the Princely mansion of J.C. Esq., which is beautifully
situated in a lovely spot, on the banks of the Mersey, a few miles from Liverpool…
M.r C. very cordially received and introduced me to the well known philanthropist, Capt.
S____ ......

…The tone of conversation delighted me. All appeared familiar with the names of our leading
abolitionists and were incessant and minute in their enquiries after the condition, feelings,
and prospects of the unenfranchised Americans…
The Works of James McCune Smith.

The realisation that James Cropper and his family literally lived, breathed, ate and slept
abolitionism, seems to have had a profound effect on James McCune Smith.
What chiefly affected me, was to perceive on
several articles of the breakfast set, the figure of a
chained and kneeling slave – under which was
written “Remember them that are in bonds, as
being bound with them.”

Antislavery Dinner Plate c1825 similar to those
used by the family of James Cropper.

The deeply religious Smith then describes what seems like his own epiphany.
How deeply must he feel for the sufferings of bondsmen, who makes such remembrances the
companions of his meals! “The sight of a pale face” no longer “makes me sick”.
The Works of James McCune Smith.

In his writings, James McCune Smith describes James Cropper as introducing him to the
most militant Liverpool born abolitionist of the nineteenth century. Smith’s use of capital
letters, betrays the effect it had upon him.

When Mr Borthwick sat down, the audience rose and turning to a box, a little to the left of the
one in which I sat, gave three tremendous cheers. A gentleman bowed in acknowledgement. It
was Mr. GEORGE THOMPSON.
The Works of James McCune Smith.

The militant Liverpool born abolitionist George ‘Notorious’ Thompson (1804-78) was a
celebrated activist and anti-slavery lecturer on both sides of the Atlantic and he later became
the Member of Parliament for Tower Hamlets in London.
Thompson’s first lecture tour of the United States in 1834, at the invitation of William Lloyd
Garrison, coincided with that of Captain Charles Stuart. Thompson’s vitriolic denunciations
of slavery were often met with death threats.
Thompson was also a lifelong friend of the black abolitionist Nathaniel Paul – all of these
activists of course had very strong ties to Dingle Bank.

George ‘Notorious’ Thompson (right)
with fellow abolitionists William
Lloyd Garrison (centre) and Wendell
Phillips (left).

According to Joshua Civin (2001) in the late 1820s and early 1830s, few of these
correspondents with James Cropper were well known, but almost all developed reputations as
leading militants.

Many travelled to England over the next two decades and were warmly received by the
Croppers when they docked in Liverpool and stayed at Dingle Bank. The Croppers also gave
lodgings to runaway slaves who had fled to Liverpool.

The pamphleteering activities of James Cropper also began to take effect in New York City
and they would not go unnoticed amongst the local free black population.

To pursue their goals and create local unanimity, blacks in New York City instituted their
own antislavery society. Meeting on December 26th 1832, at the Abysinnian Baptist Church,
the city’s people of color elected Samuel Hardenburgh as chair and Henry Sipkins as
Secretary.
The new organization first saluted European supporters of the black convention movement.
Those whose support was widely reported included James Cropper and Thomas Cropper in
England and Daniel O’Connell of Ireland, whom the group hailed as friends of black rights
and religious freedom and saluted for their opposition to the American Colonization Society.
David Ruggles – a Radical Black Abolitionist and the Underground Railroad in New York
City.
Graham Russell Hodges (2010)

David Ruggles, James McCune Smith and Henry Sipkins
were all members of the New York African American
Philomathean Society.
David Ruggles was also an active ‘conductor’ on the
‘Underground Railroad’ network that received over 600
fugitive slaves fleeing from the south. One of those
fugitive slaves changed his name from Frederick Bailey to
Frederick Douglass.
David Ruggles (1810-49)

In 1853, James McCune Smith, along with his great friend Frederick Douglass, helped start
the National Council of Colored People, the first permanent national organization for African
Americans. Frederick Douglass called McCune Smith "the single most important influence
on my life”. Smith wrote the Introduction to Douglass’s book My Bondage and My Freedom.
in 1855.

The Support of Black Activism in the United States by James Cropper was of course in
tandem with his long-standing mass distribution of antislavery pamphlets throughout the
country. Complaints about Cropper’s pamphleteering going back to as early as 1824…

Considerable alarm has been felt in the southern states since Mr Cropper's publications have
been circulated amongst the slaves there.
John Gladstone.
The Correspondence Between John Gladstone, Esq., M.P., and James Cropper (1824).

The Dingle Group
The Dingle Group are Incriminated in More Slave Insurrection
in the Caribbean.
In 1825, James Cropper and Thomas Clarkson were charged by sugar plantation owner James
McQueen of making "calumnies and misrepresentations' against slavery in the West Indian
colonies.
Six years later a much larger slave revolt would break out, this time in Jamaica, James
Cropper would thus, once again be implicated in insurrection and once again the rebellion
would be brutally crushed. There would be one difference however, this time the insurrection
would lead to the abolition of slavery throughout the British Empire.
Early in 1831, Thomas Fowell Buxton petitioned the House of Commons for the total
abolition of slavery. The British Government instead decided to encourage the colonies to
improve the condition of slaves in the Caribbean, this time with the promise to alter sugar
duties if they were compliant – the Jamaican plantation owners were not compliant.

Matters came to a head when it was expected that
Thomas Burchill, a missionary in Montego Bay,
would return from England with news of the
imminent emancipation of slaves.
Burchill returned empty handed, and the Jamaican
Governor confirmed that emancipation had not been
granted and was not envisaged.

Thomas Burchill (1799-1846)
The resulting Great Jamaican Slave revolt is also known as the Sam Sharpe Rebellion, of
1831–32, and was an eleven-day rebellion that started on 25 December 1831 and involved up
to 60,000 of the 300,000 slaves on the island.

The uprising was led by the black Christian
Baptist deacon, Samuel Sharpe and other missionaryeducated rebels who had been closely following the
progress of the abolitionist movement that had been
resurrected by James Cropper nine years earlier; the
intention was to call for a peaceful general strike. S
S
S
Samuel Sharpe (1801-32)

The rebellion escalated on December 27, when slaves set fire to the Kensington estate, in the
hills above Montego Bay. The rebel slaves were quickly suppressed by British forces, but
approximately 207 slaves and fourteen whites were killed during the revolt. After the
rebellion an estimated 310 to 340 slaves were executed including Samuel Sharpe.

Property damage was
estimated at £1,154,589
(about £125,000,000 in 2022
values) as the rebels had set
fire to over 100 properties,
destroying over 40 sugar
works and the houses of
nearly 100 planters.
The Destruction of the
Roehampton Estate.
The planters suspected many white missionaries of having encouraged the rebellion. William
Knibb and Henry Bleby, were arrested, tarred, and feathered, and later released.

In 1832 William Knibb came back to England and spoke at
public meetings about the insurrection and its brutal
suppression, one meeting in Liverpool, was almost
certainly attended by James Cropper.
Knibb was summoned to appear before committees of both
Houses of Parliament convened to investigate the state of
the West Indian colonies.

William Knibb (1803-45)

Knibb’s evidence was so damning that it finally convinced the British Government to push
for the full abolition of slavery within the British Empire.
James Cropper’s first priority had always been the immediate and not gradual eradication of
slavery in the Caribbean colonies, and he strongly disagreed with the idea that any slave
owner should be compensated. Cropper instead favoured a system of loans to be paid back
over a period of time.
What would be the response if British factory owners sought compensation from public funds
when they replaced obsolete machinery?

The Dingle Group Take the Lead in Ending the Caribbean
System of Apprenticeship Two Years Earlier Than Planned.
Eventually all slaveholders in the British Empire were compensated by the British taxpayer
for the loss of their ‘property’ – the largest sum of £106,769 (some £15 million at 2022
values) being handed to Sir John Gladstone to compensate for the 2,508 slaves that he had
owned in Guyana and Jamaica.
Parliament passed the Slavery Abolition Act in 1833, and there would be partial
emancipation in the Caribbean commencing in 1834. James Cropper had long campaigned
for immediate abolition, and he was infuriated when slavery in the Caribbean was replaced in
1834 by a six-year system of unpaid ‘apprenticeship’.
The Imperial Abolition Act of 1833 had finally ended slavery throughout the British Empire.
Both Joseph Sturge and James Cropper, amongst many had worked tirelessly to bring this
about. But the Act fell far short of Sturge and Cropper’s aspirations. It tied the ‘freed’ slaves
to endure six further years of bondage to their masters as ‘apprentices’. James Cropper and
Joseph Sturge carried on the struggle, co-ordinating a high energy campaign against the
apprenticeship system.
It remained to Joseph Sturge, with the constant support of Cropper on the side lines, to fight
the outstanding battle concerning apprenticeship.
James Cropper and his Contribution to the Liverpool Antislavery movement.
K. Charlton (1971).
As a crucial part of the campaign, in November 1836, Joseph Sturge, most likely at his father
in law’s behest, travelled under an assumed name to the West Indies to see at first hand the
condition of the apprentices. Joseph Sturge and Thomas Harvey’s travels took them to
Antigua, Montserrat, Dominica, St Lucia, Barbados and Jamaica.

In 1837 Sturge published two books of his findings. His pamphlet
The West Indies in 1837 was highly critical of the abusive
apprenticeship system in Jamaica and the rest of the West Indies.
He also gave evidence for seven days before a committee of
the House of Commons – his lobbying and public indignation
persuaded the British Parliament to adopt a full emancipation date
two years earlier than originally planned.

The West Indies in 1837 by Joseph Sturge and Thomas Harvey.

In Great Britain and Ireland, the local women’s anti-slavery
associations also played a significant role in bringing the West
Indian apprenticeship scheme to a finish in 1838. They raised
petitions and organised meetings and were highly praised by
Zachary Macaulay.

Am I not a Woman and a Sister? Anti-apprenticeship poster
c1836.

Some three hundred thousand slaves in Jamaica alone gained their true freedom two years
earlier than had been anticipated, this was due to a large extent to the combined efforts of the
Dingle Group’s James Cropper and Joseph Sturge, their fellow abolitionists, tens of thousands
of British women, and last and not least their ‘brothers’ and ‘sisters’ in Jamaica.

-The Dingle Group Unite the Major American and British
Abolitionists As early as 1832 James Cropper had published his pamphlet - A Letter to Thomas Clarkson.
[On slavery in the United States of America.].
At the height of James Cropper’s transatlantic leadership,
American abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison would be
invited to Dingle Bank and the success of his lecture trip
would depend heavily on Cropper’s stage managing.
Garrison arrived in Liverpool in 1833 as the Abolition of
Slavery Act was being read in Parliament. Garrison would
become the leading American abolitionist prior to the
American Civil War.

William Lloyd Garrison (1805-79)

According to President Abraham Lincoln, it was “the logic and moral power of Garrison and
the antislavery people of the country” that put emancipation on the country’s political agenda.
Upon arriving in Liverpool in May 1833 Garrison wrote;
My excellent friend James Cropper has a delightful retreat, called Dingle Bank, which nature
and art have embellished in the most attractive manner. This great and good man is now
in London, but there has been no lack of hospitality toward me on the part of those whom he
has left behind.
Garrison stayed at Dingle Bank for three days before heading to London.
As in duty bound, both by my instructions and my obligations of gratitude, I immediately
called upon James Cropper, in Finsbury Circus, at whose hands I experienced the utmost
hospitality and kindness, and from whose lips I received congratulations upon my arrival at
the very crisis of the antislavery cause in England.
He informed me that a large number of delegates, from various anti-slavery societies in the
kingdom, were then in London, vigilantly watching the progress of the Abolition Bill through
Parliament; that they took breakfast together every morning at the Guildhall Coffee House,
and from thence adjourned to the anti-slavery rooms at No. 18, Aldermanbury, for the
purpose of devising plans and discussing propositions for the accomplishment of their grand
design; and that if I would attend, he would give me a general introduction.
My heart was full of gratitude to him for his kindness, and to God for ordering events in a
manner so highly auspicious. Accordingly, I was prompt in my attendance at the Coffee

House the next morning. About sixty delegates were present, most of whom were members of
the Society of Friends
After the reading of a portion of the Scriptures, breakfast was served up, at the close of
which Mr. Cropper rose and begged leave to introduce to the company William Lloyd
Garrison, the Agent of the New-England Anti-Slavery Society, from America. He then briefly
stated the object of my mission, and expressed a hope that I would be permitted, at a suitable
opportunity, to lay my purposes more fully before them.
William Lloyd Garrison

James Cropper was at the forefront the British campaign against the Colonization Society of
the United States which favoured the voluntary repatriation of black families from the United
States to the newly formed state of Liberia.
This was also opposed by William Lloyd Garrison and Frederick Douglass but initially
supported in Britain by William Wilberforce. Garrison went on to write;

But the crowning feature of the evening was James Cropper's announcement: ‘It is with very
great pleasure that I can add the name of William Wilberforce as having changed his
opinion. He now deeply regrets that he was ever led to say anything in approbation of the
Colonization Society.’
William Lloyd Garrison

In his later years, the influence of James Cropper would help to strengthen the fledgling
abolitionist movement and direct it towards the eventual emancipation of the four million
black slaves in the United States.
James Cropper died on the 26th of February 1840, just a few months before the first World
Anti-Slavery Convention was held in London. His son, John Cropper would attend along
with his brother-in-law and Convention organiser Joseph Sturge. In organising the World’s
First Anti- Slavery Convention in 1840, Joseph Sturge and the Dingle Group had finally
succeeded in uniting the major British and American abolitionists.

Garrisonians knew the names of famous British abolitionists—Clarkson, Cropper,
Wilberforce, O’Connell—far better than they knew the men themselves. With a few
exceptions, personal friendships between Garrisonians and British radicals were rare. That
changed after the “World’s Convention,” which allowed an unprecedented number of
Garrisonians to become personally acquainted with British reformers.
Our Country is the World: Radical Abolitionists Abroad William Caleb McDaniel (2006).
After James Cropper’s death, the editor of the anti-slavery ‘Liberator’ newspaper William
Lloyd Garrison penned a sonnet in his honour.

ON THE DEATH OF JAMES CROPPER, THE DISTINGUISHED PHILANTHROPIST OF
ENGLAND.
BY WM. LLOYD GARRISON.

CROPPER! Among the wise, the great, the good,
The friends of man, whate’er his caste or clime,
Thy memory shall be hailed with gratitude,
Thy labours honored to the ends of time!
Thine was a soul with sympathy imbued,
Broad as the earth, and as the heavens sublime;
Thy godlike object, steadfastly pursued,
To save thy race from misery and crime.
Mourn England! For the loss thou hast sustained,
And let the nations of the earth lament,
With spirit broken, and with grief unfeignedAnd to her tears let LIBERTY give vent;
A star of glory, has in darkness waned,
No more on this earth survives the good man eloquent.
William Lloyd Garrison (1805-79)

The Croppers’ role in the abolition of slavery has largely been forgotten by history, but, as we
shall see they would not be forgotten by Jules Verne and other great contemporary writers of
the Victorian Era, some of whom are yet to be revealed.

The Demerara Slave Revolt of 1823 and the Great Jamaican Slave Revolt of 1831-2 were the
two main historical rebellions that lead to the abolition of slavery in the British Empire. The
abolitionist pamphlets of James Cropper had a direct role in inciting one and at least an
indirect role in inciting the other.

Assuredly, if insurrection is ever a sacred duty, it must be when it is directed against
Slavery.

Victor Hugo (London News of 2nd December 1859).

James Cropper’s legacy would not end with his death.

Cropper’s sons, John and Edward, their wives, and the extended Cropper family would carry
on with the struggle for black emancipation in the United States.

Together they would consolidate their position as playing the greatest part in the abolition of
slavery of any one extended family group within the British Empire – The Dingle Group.

The Dingle Group would use their family influence, ably supported by the might of both the
British Law and the British Royal Navy to answer the plea of MacGregor Laird in 1844.

Are we to stop here? – to be content with compounding for our guilt, leaving the millions
whose fathers we enslaved unenfranchised in America? – or are we to pay it in full by using
the peaceable and lawful means God has granted us, to advance the abolition of slavery
throughout the world.

Thus continues the enduring story of ‘The Dingle Group’

-The Dingle Group -John Cropper (1797-1874) of Dingle Bank-ELDEST SON OF THE ABOLITIONIST JAMES CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-ABOLITIONIST AND PHILANTHROPIST-

-ATTENDED THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL SLAVERY CONVENTION IN 1840PAID TRIBUTE IN LITERATURE BY THE AUTHORS HARRIET BEECHER STOWE,
ELIZABETH GASKELL, JULES VERNE AND OTHERS.

John Cropper was a worthy successor to his father’s leading role as both an abolitionist and a
philanthropist.
The Cropper family were wealthy, however as Quakers, they attached little importance to
material goods and followed a relatively simple Christian way of life which involved sharing
their good fortune. John Cropper was known as the most generous man in Liverpool.
Every year Cropper and his wife would
entertain child convicts who were
serving their sentences on the training
ship "Akbar" anchored off Rock Ferry,
Birkenhead.

HMS Conway, HMS Akbar (centre)
and in the background Jules Verne’s
favourite ship The Leviathan- the
Great Eastern off Rock Ferry
Birkenhead c1870.
Games were organised and treats provided for children who had been literally locked away
by the rest of Victorian Society. Every Sunday, John Cropper would hold bible classes for
‘fallen girls’ and he also set up a ‘ragged school’ for poor children in the area and known
locally as ‘St Croppers’.
The crockery used in the Cropper household constantly reminded the family of the evils of
slave labour by bearing the picture of a slave in irons and around him the mottoes, "Alas my
poor brother" and "Am I not a man and brother".

The Dingle Group Organise the World’s First Antislavery Convention.
In June 1840, just four months after his father’s death, John Cropper journeyed to London to
attend the World Anti-slavery Convention organised by his brother-in-law Joseph Sturge. He
is pictured in a prominent position in front of the main speaker Thomas Clarkson.

Thomas Clarkson – (standing) at the World anti- Slavery Convention in London in
1840. John Cropper of the Dingle is circled.
Edward Lear, Lord Derby’s artist in
residence, and composer of The
Owl and the Pussycat would pay
tribute to John Cropper in his
nonsense poem He Lived at Dingle
Bank.

He lived at Dingle Bank -- he did;-He lived at Dingle bank;
And in his garden was one Quail,
Four tulips, and a Tank;
And from his windows he could see
The otion and the River Dee.
His house stood on a Cliff, -- it did,
In aspic it was cool;
And many thousand little boys
Resorted to his school,
Where if of progress they could boast
He gave them heaps of buttered toast.
But he grew rabid-wroth, he did,
If they neglected books,
And dragged them to adjacent cliffs
With beastly Button Hooks,
And there with fatuous glee he threw
Them down into the otion blue.

Edward Lear (1812-88)

And in the sea they swam, they did,-All playfully about,
And some eventually became
Sponges, or speckled trout;-But Liverpool doth all bewail
Their Fate;--likewise his Garden Quail.

The Dingle Group
Tributes in World Literature.
Other famous authors would rally to the abolitionist
cause of the Croppers and not always in ‘plain sight’.
Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell (1810-1865), also known as
Mrs Gaskell was an English novelist whose works paint
a detailed picture of social conditions in Victorian
England, particularly amongst the very poor.

Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell (1810-1865)

Elizabeth Gaskell’s works include, Cranford (1851-53),
North and South (1854-55) and her biography of Charlotte
Bronte published in 1857. Wives and Daughters (1865) was
her last novel before her premature death at the age of 55.

Mary Barton by Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell (1848).
M
Gaskell was born Elizabeth Cleghorn Stevenson on 29 September 1810 in Chelsea, London,
Her father, was a minister in Failsworth, Lancashire. Gaskell’s mother, Elizabeth Holland
died when Elizabeth was still a child and she was sent to live with her aunt in Knutsford,
Cheshire, the town she later immortalised in Cranford.
As a young woman she lived for a time in London, Newcastle, and Edinburgh. Elizabeth
Gaskell always had a great love of nature, and this greatly influenced her writings. Elizabeth
Cleghorn Gaskell was a close associate of Charles Dickens and was also related to the
scientist Charles Darwin and the Wedgewood abolitionists of Stoke on Trent.
It is the novelist Mrs Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell who will provide us with so many links in
our adventure and her relationship with the Croppers deserves much attention.
In June 1831, at the age of 21, Gaskell took a four-month extended holiday when she stayed
with the Holland side of the family at Brandon St, Woodside, Birkenhead.

Elizabeth Gaskell writes,
We are so very retired here that unless I told
you, how the hay crops &c were going on, &
what show of fruit there is, I could send you
little interesting news.

Birkenhead from Woodside Wirral c1830.

On 1st September 1831 Elizabeth Gaskell wrote to Harriet Carr, from her room at Samuel
Holland’s house at Woodside.
We had several pleasant sails lately up and down this beautiful river; and I do like Liverpool
and the Mersey and the accent, & the people very much.
Elizabeth Gaskell’s first novel Mary Barton was published in 1848 and it contains scenes set
around the Liverpool Docks and the River Mersey. This is important because Mary Barton
and Jules Verne’s Mysterious Island both share hidden tributes to the same Birkenhead and
Liverpool abolitionists.
In the novel Mary Barton, Mary travels by steam train to Liverpool to find a witness to testify
at a trial.
‘We’ve come for one William Wilson, who is wanted to prove an alibi in Liverpool assize
courts tomorrow. James Wilson is to be tried for murder done on Thursday night’…
…All at once, when she had ceased to try and remember, the name of Will’s ship flashed
across her mind. The John Cropper.
Elizabeth Gaskell Mary Barton (1848)
Nancy Henry in Women, Literature and Finance in Modern
Britain (2018) writes of the novel Mary Barton;
Who was John Cropper? The name resonates within the
context of abolitionist activity in Liverpool. James Cropper
(1773-1840) was a Quaker abolitionist who engaged in a
public debate with John Gladstone on the subject of West
Indian slavery.
His son John Cropper (1797-1876) attended the 1840 AntiSlavery Convention in London.
Nancy Henry (Women, Literature and Finance in Modern
Britain 2018)

Nancy Henry maintains that Elizabeth Gaskell is stressing Liverpool’s links with slavery and
abolitionism in a distinctly coded way.
This is further supported when one considers that Nancy Henry omits the additional
references by Gaskell to James and William Wilson, the abolitionists who in 1853 set up the
Price’s candle Factory at Bromborough Pool, just south of Birkenhead. The colonists in
Mysterious Island of course use Price’s unique patented technique to make their own candles.

Harriet Beecher Stowe also sent supportive letters to John Cropper and William and James
Wilson, while both Stowe and Gaskell toured the Price’s candle factory at the behest of
Charles Dickens.

When one considers that we now have three world famous authors (Verne, Gaskell, and
Stowe), each paying tribute to the same three abolitionists (Cropper, Wilson, and Wilson)
with two tributes in ‘code’ in and one in public, then it does perhaps point to some level of
‘abolitionist author collusion’ over time.

This gains even more credence when one considers an additional passage from Mary Barton.
“Oh, pray make haste,” called Mary. “I want you to take me to the John Cropper….
“I don’t think we can go, Dick,” said he, with a wink to his companion, “there’s the
gentleman over at New Brighton that wants us”
The gentleman over at New Brighton is Charles Holland of Liscard Vale House, New
Brighton.
Charles Holland was an ex-privateer and married to Lizzie Gaskell, the sister of Elizabeth
Gaskell’s own husband, William Gaskell. In a further strengthening of family ties, Charles
Holland was also Elizabeth Gaskell’s cousin.

The Holland family were very well connected; the author
Nathanial Hawthorne had dined at Liscard Vale House in
October 1853.
Sir Henry Holland, (the cousin of both Elizabeth Gaskell
and Charles Holland) was the Royal Physician to Queen
Victoria.

Sir Henry Holland (1788-1873)
and his commemorative plaque
at Knutsford, Cheshire.

In 1844 Charles Holland bought Liscard
Vale House, a beautiful Regency lodge
sloping down to a wooded sandy beach at
Liscard Vale, New Brighton, to the north
of Birkenhead.
The house still stands today in Vale Park,
New Brighton.

Liscard Vale House, New Brighton.

This may seem incidental and yet our fifth and
final novel will largely be set in and around
Charles Holland’s home at Vale House and Vale
Park, New Brighton. The Cropper’s home at
Dingle Bank will also feature as the only
Liverpool location used.
Liscard Vale House c1860.

The novel will use the same ‘Wirral in metaphor’ creative writing technique that we have
already seen in Mysterious Island (1874) and The Floating Island (1895).

It will not only link back to both the Mysterious Island and Elizabeth Gaskell using the
codeword ‘cable’, but it too will pay tribute to the abolitionist Wilsons of Bromborough Pool,
near Birkenhead.

Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell will also return to our adventure in the most bizarre fashion
possible.

The Dingle Group
-Edward Cropper (1799-1877) of Dingle Bank-YOUNGEST SON OF JAMES CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-BROTHER OF JOHN CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-ABOLITIONIST-PIONEER INVESTOR IN VICTORIAN RAILWAYS-HUSBAND OF MARGARET MACAULEY AND MARGARET DENMAN -

Edward Cropper (1799-1877) was the youngest son of
James Cropper and Mary Brinsmead, he was an early
investor in railways and director of the London and
North Western Railway Company.
Edward was also a fervent abolitionist, but with a less
public profile than his elder brother John.
As quakers, the Croppers tended to marry into
families of the same religious beliefs and moral code,
and this included a passion for abolishing the evils of
slavery.
Edward Cropper (1799-1877)
Edward’s first wife, the Quaker Isabella Wakefield (1801-30) helped landscape the grounds
of Dingle Bank and create many of the pathways and arbours, so beloved of the writer Harriet
Beecher Stowe. Isabella Wakefield sadly died at the age of just 29 in 1830. Isabella was the
sister of John Cropper’s wife Anne Wakefield.
Edward’s second wife, Margaret Macauley (1812-34) was the daughter of the prominent
abolitionist Zachary Macauley. Margaret Macaulay died of scarlet fever in 1834.
Edward’s third wife Margaret Denman (1815-99) was the daughter of the abolitionist Peer
Lord Denman. Margaret had previously been married to William Macauley (1806-46) the son
of Zachary Macauley, who had died at the age of just 40. The marriage to Edward Cropper
was thankfully a happy and long one and Margaret Denman Cropper was to become the main
hostess at Dingle Bank.
Despite their wealth the extended Cropper family (the Dingle Group) were by no means
immune to the tragedies of living in Victorian England. Their generational story shows how
their religious faith helped overcome personal tragedy and bonded together a loving family
with a duty to help others at both home and abroad.

The Dingle Group
-Margaret Macauley Cropper (1812-34) of Dingle Bank-SECOND WIFE OF EDWARD CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-DAUGHTER OF THE ABOLITIONIST ZACHARY MACAULEY-

Margaret Macauley Cropper (1812-34) was the daughter of the prominent abolitionist
Zachary Macauley (1768-1838), the sister of Thomas Babington Macauley (1800-59) and the
second wife of Edward Cropper.
Zachary Macauley was a prominent antislavery
activist and a previous governor of Sierra Leone,
the British colony set up as a haven for freed
slaves.
Magaret Macauley Cropper died in childbirth at
the age of just 22, however she did manage to
write one notable book before her premature death.

Zachary Macauley (1768-1838)

Margaret’s brother Thomas Babington Macauley,
1st Baron Macauley (1800-59) was a British
Historian and politician who was Secretary at
War (1839-41) and Paymaster-General 1846-48).
Macauley had a close bond with his younger sister
who died while he was in India.

Thomas Babington Macauley (1800-59)
Margaret Macauley Cropper penned a biography of her brother before she died, and this was
presented to Queen Victoria on October 4th, 1876. The book is now in the Royal Collection.

The Dingle Group
Margaret Denman Cropper (1815-99) of Dingle Bank.
THIRD WIFE OF EDWARD CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK

-DAUGHTER OF THE ABOLITIONIST PEER LORD DENMAN-FRIEND OF HARRIET BEECHER STOWE-CORRESPONDED WITH CHARLES DICKENS ON THE EVILS OF SLAVERY-

-A FREQUENT CORRESPONDENT AND SPONSOR OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS-

Margaret Denman Cropper (1815-99) was the
daughter of the abolitionist Peer Lord Denman and
seems to be the dominant abolitionist and
organisational force in her marriage to Edward
Cropper.
Margaret built up a particularly close friendship
with Harriet Beecher Stowe on her visits to Dingle
Bank.
M

Margaret Denman Cropper (1815-99)

Harriet Beecher Stowe writes of the Croppers’ Charity School.
After the breakfast party was over, I found at the door an array of children of the poor,
belonging to a school kept under the superintendence of Mrs. E. Cropper, and called, as is
customary here, a ragged school. The children, however, were anything but ragged, being
tidily dressed, remarkably clean, with glowing cheeks and bright eyes. I must say, so far as I
have seen them, English children have a much healthier appearance than those of America.
By the side of their bright bloom ours look pale and faded.
Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands. Harriet Beecher Stowe (1854).

Harriet Beecher Stowe also gives a first-hand account of Margaret Denham Croppers antislavery activities, and she then echoes the words of McGregor Laird in 1844.
The next day was appointed to leave Liverpool. It had been arranged that, before leaving, we
should meet the ladies of the Negroes' Friend Society, an association formed at the time of
the original antislavery agitation in England. We went in the carriage with our friends Mr.
and Mrs. E. Cropper.
The meeting was a very interesting one. The style of feeling expressed in all the remarks was
tempered by a deep and earnest remembrance of the share which England originally had in
planting the evil of slavery in the civilized world, and her consequent obligation, as a
Christian nation, now not to cease her efforts until the evil is extirpated, not merely from her
own soil, but from all lands.
Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands. Harriet Beecher Stowe (1854).

Margaret Denman Cropper also corresponded at length
with the author Charles Dickens after her father, Lord
Denman had written a pamphlet criticising Dickens’
comments on Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin
as a work of ‘fiction’.
Dicken’s wrote a defensive letter in reply to Margaret
Cropper on 20th December 1852.

Letter from Charles Dickens to Margaret Denman
Cropper – 20th December 1852.

Monday Twentieth December I852

Tavistock House

My Dear Madam,

I am much concerned to hear of Lord Denman's illness. He is one of the noblest spirits in
the world, and I have ever held him in great honor and regard.
I should not return your confidence in the spirit in which I most sincerely received it, if, after
reading your last letter, I forbore to explain a few facts referring to the unfortunate subject of
our correspondence, which may be interesting to you…..
….I utterly remove Lord Denman from my mind as connected with any unconscious
misrepresentations affecting myself, and, when I allude to them, only think of him as I have
always known him….

…In the article on slavery in Household Words, there is this emphatic conclusion.
"Americans might so abolish slavery as to produce with little or no cost-probably with profit
to themselves-results incomparably greater than have been attained by England with a vast
expenditure of money. Our cousins are capable of great works, and a great work lies at their
door. Heartily glad shall we be when they shall begin to leave off whipping their Negroes,
and shall set steadily to work to whip the Britishers in the results to be obtained out of
enlightened efforts to give the slave freedom both of mind and body. This victory over
ourselves America may win, and England shall be foremost in the celebration of her
triumph."-Will you look to the pamphlet republished from the Standard, and see if you
discover the least recognition of such words as these?....
… The pamphlet complains of my calling Mrs. Stowe’s book a work of fiction. I believe I have
done my part in presenting truths acting under that guise, but I never heard my books called
under any other name…
… I have no right to say exactly four words of objection to Uncle Tom’s Cabin (amidst the
most ardent praise of it) because I converted Mr. Scrooge by a Christmas Dinner. It is as
much a fact as the Docks at Liverpool—for there is a printed book which cannot be
unprinted—that I converted Mr. Scrooge by teaching him that a Christian heart cannot be
shut up in itself, but must live in the Past, The Present, and the Future…
…I have been in America, and know the Americans very well. I may have been plainer and
bolder among them on this question-at all times steadily refusing, even in the slave districts,
to compromise it or gloss it in the least-than most English travellers while there…
…Pray do not, therefore, be induced to suppose that I ever write merely to amuse, or without
an object. I wish I were as clear of every offence before Heaven, as I am of that. I may try to
insinuate it into people’s hearts sometime, in preference to knocking them down and breaking
their heads with it (which I have observed them sometimes to resent, and then they fall upon
the object and do it an injury) but I always have it. Without it, my pursuit—and the
steadiness, patience, seclusion, regularity, hard work, and self-concentration, it demands—
would be utterly worthless to me. I should die at the oar, and could die a more contemptible
and useless death in no man’s eyes than my own.

My Dear Madam
Very faithfully yours
Charles Dickens
Mrs. Cropper.
Charles Dickens – extracts of a letter to Margaret Denman Cropper 20th December
1852.
Charles Dickens was Jules Verne’s favourite author, and it could be argued that the message
in a Christmas Carol (1843) that a Christian heart must live in the Past, The Present, and the
Future will reverberate deep within the souls of Captain Nemo.
As we shall see, Captain Nemo, like Scrooge, will repent, but it will be for something far
more important than not liking Christmas.

Margaret Denham Cropper also corresponded with
the freed American slave, orator and politician,
Frederick Douglass – the most famous African
American of the Nineteenth Century.
Frederick Douglass first came to Liverpool as a
fugitive slave on the ship Cambria in 1845, and he
may have met the Croppers at this time. His voyage
on the Cambria will later form a major part of our
story.
F
Frederick Douglass c1855.

Like James McCune Smith before
him, Douglass formed his own
opinion of Liverpool, and after a
highly successful eighteen-month
lecture tour of Great Britain and
Ireland, he made his thoughts on the
town clear in a farewell speech to the
British people on March 30th, 1847.
Liverpool Street Scene c1847
Sir, the moment I stepped on the soil of England – the instant I landed on the key at
Liverpool, I beheld people as white as any I ever saw in the United States; as noble in their
exterior and surrounded by as much to commend them to admiration, as any to be found in
the wide extent of America. But, instead of meeting the curled lip of scorn, and seeing the fire
of hatred kindled in the eyes of Englishmen, all was blandness and kindness.
I looked around in vain for expressions of insult. Yes, I looked around with wonder! for I
hardly believed my own eyes. I searched scrutinizingly to find if I could perceive in the
countenance of an Englishman any disapprobation of me on account of my complexion. No;
there was not one look of scorn or enmity (Loud cheers).
I have travelled in all parts of the country: in England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. I have
journeyed on highways, byways, railways, and steamboats. I have myself gone, I might say
with almost electric speed; but at all events my trunk has been overtaken by electric speed. In
none of these various conveyances, or in any class of society, have I found any curled lip of
scorn, or an expression that I could torture into a word of disrespect of me on account of my
complexion; not one Sir.
Frederick Douglass Farewell Speech to the British People (March 30th 1847).
Frederick Douglass would later explain how some attitudes towards black people had
deteriorated in English cities by the 1860’s and would blame touring American minstrel acts
as giving a distorted view of black people.

On 3rd September 1858 Frederick Douglass wrote to Margaret Denman Cropper at Dingle
Bank.
M.rs EDWARD CROPPER.

Rochester. N.Y. 3 Sept 1858..

MY DEAR LADY:
The parcel of which you wrote in your note of Jan. 18, and also in that of 29th June,
containing a scarf as a present, to be worn by my wife, and a vol. of Dr Livingstone’s Travels
in Africa as a present to me only reached Rochester a few days ago. My wife is delighted with
the Scarf – and instructs me to write the very best note of thanks I can for it. It is a beautiful
present and quite takes the eyes of all my household. The colour Suits nicely. I thank you very
Sincerely for my share in the valuable parcel – and take it as you intend it, as an evidence of
your interest in the welfare and happiness of my family and of your interest in the cause to
which my life is devoted.
FREDERICK DOUGLASS
(P.S.) 20 years ago, this morning, I made my escape from Slavery – and have been serving
the Slave ever Since, and shall continue till the Sands of Life have fallen.

On 27th May 1859 Frederick Douglass wrote once again to Margaret Denman Cropper at
Dingle Vale, Liverpool.
It is an extremely rare letter in
that Douglass mentions his
participation in the
‘Underground Railroad’
whereby fugitive slaves were
helped northwards towards
freedom in British Canada.

The Underground Railroad.

HON: MRS E. CROPPER

Rochester N.Y. 27 May 1859.

DEAR MADAM:
I have just received, from my kind friend, Mrs Crofts, of Huddersfield, the sum of ten pounds,
which she received, as a donation in aid of the publication of my anti-slavery papers, from
the Liverpool Anti slavery Society of which you are the president. The help rendered me is
most gratefully appreciated – and I beg that you will accept my warmest thanks for it, on my
account and on behalf of the cause of the American slaves – whose servant I am. You will Do
me a kindness by making my thankfulness known to the members of the Liverpool society.

The anti slavery cause is, certainly, going forward steadily in the U.S. Its progress, however,
is not to be determined by the number or the activity of special antislavery organizations. The
number and efficiency of these are not so great now as ten years ago – when agents were
supported and sent out into all parts of the Country to lecture upon the evils of slavery, and
the duty of emancipation.
There is much of this work yet to be done – and much of it being done – but the pen and the
press are doing more than formerly. Books, letters and pamphlets – newspapers, and tracts
are more abundant – and our work of leavening the public mind is being done more silently –
than in the days of meetings and mobs. If less is done by organizations – more is done by
individuals. Besides, the subject has got before societies and Churches from which it was
formerly excluded – and is undergoing discussion in them, such as it used only to get special
antislavery meetings. Slavery is such enormity that it cannot bear the light of discussion. If
we can only keep it before the people – the people will, sooner or later learn to abhor it and
seek its abolition.
The fact that I have been a slave – and am a Colored man – and have devoted twenty years to
the service of the cause of Emancipation – has done much to incline the people to read what I
write and listen to what I have to say on the subject of slavery. I am often called upon to
address public meetings – to draw up resolution – and write petitions, in reference to the
rights and wrongs of my people. The more independently I can perform these services – of
course, the more efficiently I can do so. The assistance I receive from abroad has therefore, a
double value – it facilitates my movements – and renders it unnecessary when I wish to labor
in this or that place, to look around for the means by which I am to go and come. It gives me
influence with my people, since they are not, immediately, called upon to give of their penury
to support me in what I do for them.
My paper publish(ed) weekly – is not a source of pecuniary advantage – but a means of
spreading antislavery sentiments before the public – What therefore the Liverpool
Antislavery Society does for the support of it – the society does for the spread of Antislavery
Truth among the people of this country. I have but this morning sent off a brother fugitive
slave from my house to Canada – the land of safety. I would have gladly retained here but the
hounds (slave hunters) were known to be on his track – and it was thought the best that he be
sent on immediately.
I was talking yesterday with Miss Porter the treasurer of our Ladies society here – about the
condition of the fugitives in Canada – when she thoughtfully Suggested that much suffering
might be saved the poor destitute fugitives – if with the clothes and money we were able to
give – we could also furnish them – with an axe – a spade or hoe – so that they could go to
work at onc(e) many could get work if they had implements to work with. We decided to
purchase a quantity of tools – and make every man who comes – a present of one or more as
he might need. Again allow me to thank you, and the Liverpool Anti Slavery Society – for the
material aid you are rendering me in my efforts to free and elevate my people –
I am, Dear Mrs Cropper, Yours in the cause of humanity
FREDERICK DOUGLASS
* Ten Pounds in 1859 is equivalent to £1,325 or $1,800 at 2022 values.
Frederick Douglass, Daniel O’Connell, and William Lloyd Garrison will return to our story as we
look deep into the abolitionist Souls of Captain Nemo.

The Dingle Group
-Eliza Cropper (1800-1835) of Dingle Bank-ONLY DAUGHTER OF JAMES CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-WIFE OF THE ABOLITIONIST JOSEPH STURGE-ORGANISED ANTI SLAVERY PAMPHLETEERING IN THE UNITED STATES-

Eliza Cropper was the only daughter of James Cropper and Mary Brinsmead, she was a
leading member of women’s’ anti-slavery movements and had accompanied her father, James
Cropper on his visit to Ireland in 1824.
Throughout her short life she gave vital organisational support to James Cropper’s
abolitionist activities.
According to Joshua Civin’s the Revival of Antislavery in the 1820s at the Local, National,
and Global Levels (2001) James Cropper could not have exerted such influence without
conscripting the ladies of the household into antislavery activism.
Women activists such as Eliza Cropper were vital to the
national propaganda campaign.
Eliza sent pamphlets from her own collections to William
Lloyd Garrison and others in the United States and was an
active member of the Liverpool Ladies' Anti-Slavery
Association, founded in the city in 1827.
James Cropper himself formed contacts with other prominent
women in the abolitionist cause such as the radical abolitionist
Elizabeth Heyrick.
Immediate not Gradual Emancipation by Elizabeth Heyrick
(1824).

The involvement of Eliza Cropper in the Liverpool Ladies Anti-Slavery Society reflected the
high level of anti-slavery activity undertaken by women on a national and regional scale.
Zachary Macaulay wrote to James Cropper in 1828, stating that the womens’ associations
'seem to form now one main stay of our hopes'.

Recognition of the plight of women slaves was a major driving force behind the formation of
ladies’ anti-slavery societies throughout Great Britain and Ireland.
James McCune Smith, while visiting James Cropper, would sympathise with the all too real
problems of poverty in Liverpool but make a frightening contrast to the treatment of
oppressed slave women in the United States.
True it is, that the extremes of wealth and poverty here meet, but that wealth cannot buy
immunity from crime, nor the power of trampling on the soul! True it is, that the poor toil –
and toil harder and longer perhaps than many of the slaves in the western world; but they toil
not under the lash.
And if they labor long and arduously, it is for themselves and theirs. And the artizan, master
of his own person knows whilst the sweat pours from his hard wrought frame, that his distant
cot is safe, and is protected by the invisible but all-pervading power of the British Law.

James McCune Smith’s ‘theirs’ enjoying the Streets of Liverpool c1895.

He knows that when evening comes and his toil is
at an end, he may return to his humble but happy
abode, and find it not robbed of the wife of his
bosom, or the children of his love.
No ruthless demon should have rushed in there,
unchecked by conscience, encouraged by the law,
to offer up to lust or avarice those secret orgies
which are reserved for and confined to the “Land
of the free and the home of the brave!”
The Works of James McCune Smith (1837)

A Sister.

Eliza Cropper together with Cropper’s wife Margaret and his daughters-in-law were also the
keepers of Cropper’s contact lists. In all his antislavery work, James Cropper relied heavily
on them.
The Cropper women exerted influence at multiple levels in the movement. Eliza Cropper also
developed an Anglo-American women’s antislavery and feminist network.

It was the organised female abolitionists, who, in
addition to producing such material, were largely
responsible for packaging and distributing
propaganda aimed at dissuading the use of West
Indian sugar.
Eliza Cropper was central to the boycott of slavegrown produce and made-up parcels of East-Indies
sugar and coffee grown by free labour and
distributing them amongst Members of Parliament
and potential sympathisers.
Sugar Boycott Ware. British Museum.
These women’s associations, which comprised a wide range of religious groups, together
with a network of men’s anti-slavery auxiliaries, became vital in the campaign to end colonial
slavery during the decade from 1823. Women’s associations, of course also played a
significant role in bringing the West Indian apprenticeship scheme to a finish in 1838.
In April 1834 Eliza Cropper married the abolitionist
Joseph Sturge, however on 18 Feb 1835 Eliza died in
childbirth, the baby was also lost. Joseph Sturge would
write on 31st December 1835.
How eventful have the occurrences of the past year been
to me! How has death destroyed my pleasant pictures!...
Sturge would, in the same passage reaffirm his faith and
pledge in a letter to God to labour for…
The cause of the poor African both in our own colonies
and in other parts of the globe.
Joseph Sturge (1793-1859)
The potent combination of religious faith, periodic tragedy, and the love of immediate family
would go on to make the extended Cropper family the most powerful abolitionist force in the
British Empire.

The Dingle Group
- Lord Thomas Denman (1779-1854) -FATHER OF MARGARET DENHAM CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-FATHER-IN-LAW OF EDWARD CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK- ABOLITIONIST PEER AND LORD CHIEF JUSTICE –
-GREATEST PUBLIC SUPPORTER OF THE NOVEL UNCLE TOM’S CABIN-EMANCIPATOR OF CAPTAIN NEMO’S HERO – DANIEL O’CONNELLHarriet Beecher Stowe continues to give further information on the ‘Dingle Group’.
The wife of our host was the daughter of the celebrated Lord Chief Justice Denman, a man
who, for many years, stood unrivalled, at the head of the legal mind in England, and who, with
a generous ardor seldom equalled, devoted all his energies to this sacred cause.
Lord Thomas Denman (1779-1854) was an English lawyer,
judge and abolitionist politician. He served as Lord Chief
Justice between 1832 and 1850.
He corresponded with and met Calvin and Harriet Beecher
Stowe as early as their first visit to England in 1836.
Denman’s daughter Margaret (1815-99) was married to
Edward Cropper of Dingle Vale.

Lord Thomas Denman (1779-1854)
In the House of Lords Denman proposed a motion in favour of black emancipation (March
1826) and supported an inquiry into slavery in the West Indies (May 1826).
Denman was a favourite of
the Young Queen Victoria
and was a member of her
first Privy Council in 1837.

Queen Victoria at her
first Privy Council (1837)

In 1844 Denman led the House of Lords in quashing the
conviction and twelve-month prison sentence handed out to
Daniel O’Connell for inciting rebellion in Ireland.
O’Connell had held mass ‘monster’ meetings throughout
Ireland calling for a repeal of the Union and the setting up
of an independent Irish Parliament.
In February 1844 Daniel O’Connell was sentenced to a year
in prison to be served at the Richmond Bridewell in Dublin.

Daniel O’Connell’s first ‘Monster Meeting’ at Trim
County Meath, Ireland on 19th March 1843.
Patrick M. Geoghegan (2012) writes that O’Connell had little faith that the conviction would
be overturned, however Lord Thomas Denman as Lord Chief Justice was one of five Law Lords
deciding upon the case.
The decisive voice was Lord Denman who
according to Geoghegan delivered a stunning
rebuke to the original court decision and found
numerous faults with the conviction.

Lord Denman Pronouncing Judgement on
the case of the Queen Against O’Connell.
House of Lords 1844.

When the question was put to the vote, three out of five Law Lords decided to overturn the
conviction – it was the casting vote of Lord Denman, part of the ‘Dingle Group’, who had set
O’Connell free.
O’Connell left the prison on a special three decker
triumphal chariot drawn by six grey horses and
embarked on a procession through Dublin.
It is estimated some 200,000 people lined the route.
Daniel O’Connell will return to our story on board
Captain Nemo’s Birkenhead built Nautilus.
Daniel O’Connell rides The Chariot of Repeal.

The Dingle Group.
Champions of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
In 1852 Thomas Denman publicly attacked his great
friend, Charles Dickens for the satirical character of the
African missionary Mrs. Jellyby in Bleak House.
Denman looked on it as retarding the completion of black
emancipation.
We do not say that he actually defends slavery or the
slave trade, but he takes great pains by ridicule the effort
now awaking to put them down.
The Standard September 1852.
C
Charles Dickens (1812-70)

Despite the ill health that would eventually kill him,
Denman would attack Dickens in Bleak House, but in total
contrast become Britain’s most powerful and influential
promoter of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s 1852 antislavery
novel Uncle Tom's Cabin.
His contrasting attitudes to both novels and Denman’s six
letters to The Standard were reproduced as an abolitionist
pamphlet in the autumn of 1853.
Uncle Tom’s Cabin went on to become the best-selling
novel of the nineteenth century.

Six Articles by Lord Denman (1853)

After his praise for Uncle Tom's Cabin Lord Denman hoped the novel would…
Urge abolition as a paramount duty to God; and even in selfish, insolent, cruel, mean, and
uncivilised slave states, the cry will prevail, and emancipation will be achieved.

Thomas Denman would die just a year later.

Harriet Beecher Stowe would pay her own tribute to Denman …
When the publication of Uncle Tom's Cabin turned the attention of the British public to the
existing horrors of slavery in America, some palliations of the system appeared in English
papers. Lord Denman, though then in delicate health and advanced years, wrote a series of
letters upon the subject—an exertion which entirely prostrated his before feeble health.

One of the addresses made at table, a very feeling allusion was made to Lord Denman's labors,
and also to those of the honored father of the two Messrs. Cropper.

After rambling a while, we came to a
beautiful summer house, placed in a
retired spot, so as to command a view of
the Mersey River.
I think they told me that it was Lord
Denman's favorite seat. There we sat
down, and in common with the young
gentlemen and ladies of the family, had
quite a pleasant talk together.

The summer house at Dingle Vale

One man would answer Lord Denman’s final plea that the novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin would
help abolish slavery in the uncivilised slave states.

In 1862, at the height of the American Civil War, that man would greet Harriet Beecher
Stowe with these well-known words;

So, you are the little woman who wrote the book that started this great war……

……the man’s name was Abraham Lincoln.

The Dingle Group
– Rear Admiral Joseph Denman (1810-74)-

-BROTHER OF MARGARET DENMAN CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-BROTHER-IN-LAW OF EDWARD CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK-COMMANDER OF THE WEST AFRICA ANTI-SLAVERY SQUADRON- BURNED COASTAL ‘SLAVE FACTORIES’ ON WEST AFRICAN COAST-DEPICTED IN THE STEPHEN SPIELBERG FILM AMISTADFORCED AFRICAN CHIEF SIAKA TO ABOLISH SLAVERY IN HIS TERRITORY-

- SUED FOR DAMAGES BY SLAVE TRADER JOHN THOMAS BURON-INSRUMENTAL IN ENDING SLAVERY’S ‘MIDDLE PASSAGE’-

-CAPTAIN OF QUEEN VICTORIA’S ROYAL YACHT-

Rear Admiral Joseph Denman (1810-74) was Lord
Denman’s son, the brother of Margaret Denman
Cropper of Dingle Bank and therefore the brother-inlaw of Edward Cropper.
Denman was a Commander in the West Africa
Squadron, a Royal Navy squadron, initially set up after
the Abolition of Slave Trade Act to intercept slave ships
off the west coast of Africa.

Admiral Joseph Denman (1810-74)

Joseph Denman entered the Royal Navy at the age of just 12 on 7 April 1823, he was
promoted to Lieutenant in 1831 and commander in 1835.
In
R 1834, his ship the Curlew intercepted the Portuguese ship Maria da Gloria, Denman was
put in charge of taking the captured slave ship to a safe port.

Denman set off for Rio de Janeiro,
but the Brazilian Government refused
permission to offload his human
cargo and so Denman had to sail the
Maria da Gloria back across the
Atlantic to the West African coast at
Sierra Leone.

Interior of a slave ship such as the
Maria da Gloria.
The double journey took its toll on the 400 slaves on board and, despite Denman’s best
efforts 78 died on the back-and-forth journey.
Denman wrote
“I was 46 days on that voyage, and altogether 4 months on board of her, where I witnessed
the most dreadful sufferings that human beings could endure.”
In 1839 Denman took command of the West Africa Squadron's brig-sloop, HMS Wanderer
and within six months he had captured five slave ships and freed their captive cargo.
Despite the outlawing of slavery and the slave trade in the early nineteenth century, European
traders, especially Spanish and Portuguese slavers were still setting up slave trading posts on
the West African coast – particularly in the Gallinas Kingdom of King Siaka located in the
southern coast of modern-day Sierra Leone. The continuation of slavery in South America
and Cuba was still fuelling the demand for more enslaved Africans.
King Siaka would send his warriors into the interior on a ‘Grand Pillage’, they would
surround a village, set some buildings on fire, and then capture people as they ran out (Dr
Marcus Redika 2012). Captured Africans were bought to the European traders at their coastal
‘slave factories’ and then shipped to Cuba, the West Indies, the United States and Brazil

A ‘Slave Factory’
on the coast of
West Africa c1800.

The Dingle Group Wreak Havoc on the West African Slave
Trade.
The most successful European slave traders stationed in the Gallinas kingdom were the Spanish
slavers John Thomas Buron and Pedro Blanco.
From his coastal slave factory at Lomboko, Pedro Blanco sent thousands of enslaved Africans
on the ‘Middle Passage’ to Havana in alliance with his father-in-law and landlord ….King
Siaka.

The Middle Passage.

Among the captives they sent to Cuba were those who rebelled in the schooner Amistad in 1839
and featured in the 1997 Steven Spielberg film of the same name.
Steven Spielberg’s harrowing depiction of the conditions and the murder of captured Africans
aboard the slave ship Tecora can be found here.
Amistad 1997 ( Scene of slaves on the ship ) FULL HD mp4 - YouTube

In November 1840, Sir Richard Doherty, the Governor of Sierra Leone discovered that Prince
Mauna, the son of King Siaka, was holding two black British subjects hostage. Governor
Doherty ordered Captain Joseph Denman to rescue the mother (Fry Norman) and her child.

Denman then took three British warships,
the Wanderer, Rolla and Saracen and
with a force of 120 men, he went on a
ruthless and systematic campaign along
the African coast, burning so called
‘slave factories’ to the ground and daring
anyone to stop him.
HMS Saracen c1840.

-The Dingle Group Deliver the ‘Last Rights’ to the Hated Middle
Passage That Transported Some 14 million Enslaved Africans to
the AmericasAfter securing the release of Fry Norman and her child, Captain Denman proceeded to
unilaterally draft a treaty abolishing slavery in the Gallinas region and forced King Siaka to
sign it.
In total Denman destroyed eight slave factories, liberated 841 slaves and secured the
expulsion of all slave traders, including John Thomas Buron and Pedro Blanco from the
Gallinas Kingdom.
One of the slave factories purported to have been destroyed by Denman was that at Lomboko,
at the head of the Gallinas River.

The Site of Lomboko.

The Stephen Spielberg film Amistad depicts the
destruction of Lomboko and according to Melissa
Eisen Azarian (1997)
After the verdict, the fictional character Captain
Fitzgerald (Peter Firth) supervises the destruction of
Lomboko. In actuality, Commander Joseph Denman
led the destruction in 1840, even before the Amistad
case went to the Supreme Court.
The Amistad Mutiny Melissa Eisen Azarian (2009).
Amistad (1997)

Stephen Spielberg’s depiction of the fictional Captain Fitzgerald (based on Joseph Denman)
and the destruction of Lomboko can be found here.
Captain Fitzgerald - YouTube

The burning of the slave factories, almost cost Denman his naval career when he was sued by
the slave trader, John Thomas Buron for ‘damages and trespass’. Prosecutors estimated that
Denman’s actions had cost the Spanish slavers between £100,000 and £500,000, as well as a
compensation claim for payment on the 13,000 slaves that had already been given to inland
African tribes – such was the still insatiable ‘market demand’ from European slavers fuelling
this traffic in human misery.
Denman was recalled to Great Britain to face trial and the case of Buron vs Denman was
heard in the British Court of Exchequer in 1848 – the court found in Denman’s favour. While
awaiting trial, Denman used the time productively and drew up detailed tactical instructions
for officers for the naval suppression of the ‘Middle Passage’ carrying slaves from Africa to
the Americas. Denman’s anti-slavery plan became Government policy in 1844.
The Royal Navy was handed active permission and encouragement to raise every last slave
factory they could find to the ground and full authority to stop any ship of any flag that was
thought to be a slaver with a guarantee of no censure from the British Government.
Rear Admiral Joseph Denman has since been credited with improving the efficiency of the
West Africa squadron’s policing of the ‘Middle Passage’ more than any other serving officer.
The newfound powers drafted by Denman saw more pressure exerted and somewhat
unsurprisingly the unleashing of the most powerful navy on earth with carte blanche to
eliminate slavers on sight, caused a sudden and dramatic drop in slave ship numbers on the
‘Middle Passage’ in the late 1840’s and 1850’s.
By the time the American Civil War started in 1861 the ‘Middle Passage’ and slave trade
had basically come to an end on the west African Coast.
Joseph Denman finally ended his career as an admiral in command of the Pacific Squadron.

As a favourite of Queen Victoria,
Denman acted as the Queen’s groom in
waiting and commanded her royal
yacht, Victoria and Albert, from 1853
to 1860.
Joseph Denman’s
November 1874.

died

HMY Victoria and Albert.

on

26th

The Royal Navy would go on to target the slave trade in the Indian Ocean and use Denman’s
tactics to bring these slave trade routes to an end as well. The East African Slave Trade was
made the subject of the 1878 Jules Verne novel Dick Sand, A Captain at Fifteen.
Britain’s role as the second most dominant
country in the transatlantic slave trade should
never be denied nor its effects diminished.
Between 1619 and 1870, The Middle Passage
had seen a total of more than 14 million enslaved
Africans transported by several European
countries to the Americas with an estimate two
million deaths on the journey.
Participants in the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade
and the number of enslaved Africans
transported by country (1514-1866).

However, the Royal Navy and the British Empire were the only international force capable in
the 19th century of ending the global slave trade. Following the resounding military victories at
Trafalgar in 1805 and Waterloo in 1815, a resurgent and dominant British Empire was able to
force many European powers to commit to ending the slave trade as part of wider peace treaties
while other countries were paid compensation by the British taxpayer.
Over the cause of its active lifetime the ships of the West African Squadron captured over 1600
slave ships and freed approximately 150,000 Africans.

Freed slaves were usually taken to the safe haven country
of Sierra Leone set up by the British Government.

The National Flag of Sierra Leone

The death toll to the Royal Navy over this timescale was in excess of 2,000 men - a rate over
five times higher than any other naval posting. About one third of the crew members aboard
the West African Squadron were of African ancestry, the ultimate sacrifice was therefore made
by both black and white sailors working as ‘brothers’ to defeat the evils of slavery on the West
African coast and the Middle Passage.

Joseph Denman risked his own liberty when he was prosecuted for his ‘burning spree’ on the
African coast and yet he forced the British Parliament to ‘catch up with its own morality’ and
draft new legislation under his own behest.
Joseph Denman’s father, Lord Denman was a radical abolitionist, the Lord Chief Justice, and
a key member of Queen Victoria’s inner circle and this must have helped the swift passage of
new laws through Parliament.
Joseph Denman more than any other individual in history can claim to have administered the
‘last rights’ to the hated Middle Passage that had once carried over 14 million enslaved Africans
across the Atlantic to the Americas.

In a family of brave abolitionist ‘heroes and
heroines’ in the wider Dingle Group, perhaps one
person stands out the most, in that he prevented so
many more ‘Tecoras’ and ‘Amistads’

-

Rear Admiral Joseph Denman.

R

Rear Admiral Joseph Denman (1810-74)

The Dingle Group.
William Roscoe (1753-1831)
ABOLITIONIST
DINGLE NEIGHBOUR OF JAMES CROPPER OF DINGLE BANK.
LIVERPOOL M.P. WHO VOTED FOR THE ABOLITION OF THE SLAVE TRADE.
Harriet Beecher Stowe would also be aware that The
Dingle had a close link with another of England’s first
abolitionists William Roscoe (1753-1831), a Liverpool
philanthropist, author and poet.
William Roscoe had moved to The Dingle in 1790 and
was a contemporary of both James Cropper and William
Wilberforce.
Roscoe wrote the poem ‘The nymph of Dingle’.
William Roscoe (1753-1831)

William Roscoe was elected to Parliament as MP for Liverpool in 1806 and was able to cast
his vote for the successful abolition of the slave trade. It is said that upon returning to
Liverpool Roscoe was pelted with stones by some Liverpool merchants and seamen.
The American President Thomas
Jefferson (1743-1826) was an admirer
of Roscoe and the proud owner of a
porcelain bust of the writer.
The two men corresponded while
Jefferson was President of the United
States.
William Roscoe’s House at Dingle.

Roscoe was also praised by the American author, Washington Irving (1783-1859) then a
visiting diplomat.
'Wherever you go in Liverpool you perceive traces of his footsteps in all that is elegant and
liberal.'

….. and so back to Harriet Beecher Stowe.
On April 13th, 1853, Harriet Beecher Stowe gave a public speech in Liverpool. The Chairman
of the meeting, the Liverpool merchant and abolitionist, Mr. Adam Hodgson (whose father
was a slave trader), opened by praising the work of Margaret Cropper in leading the
Womens’ campaign in support of Harriet Beecher Stowe in Liverpool.
Hodgson then acknowledged where the initial blame for African American enslavement lay.

We acknowledge with regret and shame that that fatal system was introduced into America by
Great Britain; but having in our colonies returned from our devious paths, we may without
presumption, in the spirit of friendly suggestion, implore our honored transatlantic friends to
do the same.
Harriet Beecher Stowe. Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands. (1854).

Hodgson presented Harriet Beecher Stowe with a petition signed by 21,953 women of
Liverpool in support of her cause. Harriet Beecher Stowe then thanked the people of
Liverpool for the warmth of her welcome…

I have had not an hour in which to know the heart of a stranger. I have been made to feel at
home since the first moment of landing, and wherever I have looked I have seen only the
faces of friends.

Harriet Beecher Stowe once again congratulated the people of Liverpool for starting the
‘abolitionist revival’ that led to the total abolition of slavery within the British Empire in
1833 – a tribute to the late James Cropper and ‘The Dingle Group’.

It is with deep feeling that I have found myself on ground that has been consecrated and
made holy by the prayers and efforts of those who first commenced the struggle for that
sacred cause which has proved so successful in England, and which I have a solemn
assurance will yet be successful in my own country.

Stowe’s words are not to be confused with any reference to the Abolition of the Slave Trade
Act of 1807 which did not free a single enslaved African and had its origins far away from
Liverpool within the ‘Clapham Sect’ in London.
As we have seen already, Stowe’s opinions on how Liverpool first commenced the struggle
which resulted in the freeing of 800,000 people of African heritage have subsequently been
supported by the historians Michael R. Watts The Dissenters (1978) and Mark Jones (1998).

Stowe immediately went on to praise Lord Denman, Margaret Cropper’s father-in-law and
previously Lord Chief Justice, for his brave efforts in promoting her novel Uncle Tom’s
Cabin throughout Great Britain and Ireland, this again reinforces her strong views about ‘The
Dingle Group’.
It is touching to remember that one of the noblest men which England has ever produced now
lies stricken under the heavy hand of disease, through a last labor of love in this cause.

Harriet Beecher Stowe’s speech then went on to compare the treatment of slaves in the
southern states of the United States as nothing better than the treatment of animals, and it is
this speech and the sentiments behind it, that will have a major and lasting effect on the
character storyline in Jules Verne’s Mysterious Island.

As to what this American system of slavery is, the best documents for enlightening the minds
of British Christians are the commercial newspapers of the slaveholding states. There you see
slavery as it is, and certainly without any exaggeration. Read the advertisements for the sale
of slaves and for the apprehension of fugitives, the descriptions of the persons of slaves, of
dogs for hunting slaves, &c., and you see how the whole matter as viewed by the southern
mind. Say what they will about it, practically they generally regard the separation of families
no more than the separation of cattle, and the slaves as so much property, and nothing else.
Their own papers show that the pictures of the internal slave trade given in Uncle Tom, so
far from being overdrawn, fall even below the truth.
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Liverpool, England, April 13th, 1853

Harriet Beecher Stowe’s words would inspire fellow abolitionists, writers, and artists in
Liverpool, particularly after the United States Fugitive Slave Act (1850) made it easier to
return runaway slaves in the north to their ‘masters’ in the south.
Liverpool artist Richard Ansdell’s moving depiction of two runaway slaves fighting off
hunting dogs was painted at the height of the American Civil War; it is now on display at the
International Slavery Museum in Liverpool.

The Hunted Slaves by
Richard Ansdell.
Liverpool 1861.
(International Slavery
Museum Liverpool).

After leaving Liverpool to embark on a highly successful speaking tour around the British
Isles, Harriet Beecher Stowe arrived in London on June 3rd, 1853. Here she had a meeting
with one of the most likely protagonists in our wider story.

After service we lunched with a large party, with Mrs. Milman, at the deanery nearby. Mrs.
Jameson was there, and Mrs. Gaskell, authoress of Mary Barton and Ruth. She has a very
lovely, gentle face, and looks capable of all the pathos that her writings show. I promised her
a visit when I go to Manchester. Thackeray was there with his fine figure, and frank, cheerful
bearing. He spoke in a noble and brotherly way of America and seemed to have highly
enjoyed his visit in our country.

After touring Europe, in September 1853 Harriet Beecher-Stowe again found herself in
Liverpool before finally sailing back to the United States.

Tuesday, we parted from our excellent friends in Leeds, and soon found ourselves once more
in the beautiful Dingle; our first and our last resting-place on English shores.

Stowe mentions yet again, the warmth of her 1853 Liverpool welcome, whether it be from
those in highest office or the ordinary person in the street.

The Lord Mayor of Liverpool and the Rev. Dr. Raffles breakfasted with us, and after
breakfast Dr. R commended us in prayer to God.

A large party accompanied us to the wharf and went with us on board the tender. The shores
were lined with sympathizing friends, who waved their adieus to us as we parted. And thus,
almost sadly as a child might leave its home, I left the shores of kind, strong Old England—
the mother of us all.

In 1857, Harriet Beecher Stowe would return again to her beloved Dingle Bank and write to
her daughters in Paris on June 4th, 1857. Again, she would meet someone who will be one of
the main suspects in procuring our wider story – the novelist Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell.

I spent the day before leaving London with Lady Byron. She is lovelier than ever and
inquired kindly about you both. I left London to go to Manchester, and reaching there
found the Rev. Mr. Gaskell waiting to welcome me in the station.

Mrs. Gaskell seems lovely at home, where besides being a writer she proves herself to be a
first-class housekeeper and performs all the duties of a minister's wife.
After spending a delightful day with her I came here to the beautiful “Dingle,” which is more
enchanting than ever. I am staying with Mrs. Edward Cropper, Lord Denman's daughter.

It is impossible to undersestimate the
profound effect that Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin had on
promoting the abolitionist cause in Great
Britain.
The novel, highlighted the true horrors and
realities of slavery in the deep south and
was the best selling novel of the 19th
century.
Uncle Tom’s Cabin – First Edition 1852.

Partly thanks to Lord Denman, it sold over one and a half million copies in Great Britain
alone and more than 562,000 British and Irish women signed a petition supporting
Stowe’s antislavery crusade. It was presented to Stowe in 26 leather bound volumes
on 7 th May 1853.
This was a remarkable achievement in a country
whose population numbered just twenty million and
for whom women were to be denied the vote for
another 70 years.

An Affectionate and Christian Address of Many
Thousands of Women of Great Britain and Ireland to
their Sisters, the Women of the United States of
America.

Harriet Beecher Stowe Center.

Of course, in the middle of the American Civil War,
Abraham Lincoln would meet Harriet Beecher Stowe
and say to her …
"so, you are the little woman who wrote the book that
started this great war."

‘Lincoln meets Stowe’ statue at Hartford,
Connecticut.

It seems that the abolitionist movement had deep
roots in Liverpool and Birkenhead both before
and during the American Civil War – beliefs that
were fully recognised by Jules Verne, Harriet
Beecher Stowe, Elizabeth Gaskell and other
world-famous authors.

Unanimous support for Abraham Lincoln
from the island that proudly bears his name.

Harriet Beecher Stowe died on July 1, 1896, at the age of eighty-five in Hartford,
Connecticut. She left behind a short but indelible link with Liverpool, its people and one
particular place that she loved with a passion – Dingle Bank.

'The quality of mercy is not strained'

Others, however, would disagree about Harriet Beecher Stowe’s time in Liverpool…

Harriet Beecher Stowe had even visited Liverpool in 1853, where she addressed meetings
on the evils of slavery. Her liberal views were not well received.
National Museums Liverpool website (March 2022).

…and discourage further study and debate about the British abolitionist movement…
“The British obsession with abolition”
Professor Stephen Small – Keynote Speaker – Dorothy Kuya Slavery Remembrance
Memorial Lecture – International Slavery Museum, Liverpool (2020).

…particularly in Liverpool…
“The Memorial Cult of William Roscoe”
Jessica Moody

…and see abolition in Liverpool from a distinctly 1807 rather than 1833 perspective…
….Liverpool’s insignificant band of abolitionists’ …… ‘There was, historically, only a very
small showing of abolition culture in Europe’s foremost slave trading port, especially in the
form of overt, public, and vociferous campaigning abolitionists who had been active in other
towns and cities.’
Jessica Moody Remembering Slavery in Liverpool ‘Slaving Capital of the World’ (2020)
Liverpool University Press.

…leading to a general view on Liverpool, slavery, and abolition…

Liverpool didn’t just take part, but also resisted abolition. It’s a fascinating and difficult
history.

Paul Reid

Head of the International Slavery Museum, Liverpool (2022).

James Cropper – the Continued Struggle for Recognition.
Liverpool’s James Cropper is unique amongst British abolitionists in that he played a major
role in all three developments that historians believe contributed to the final abolition of
slavery within the British Empire in 1833.

Firstly, James Cropper incited a major slave rebellion in Demerara in 1823 and was
personally blamed for doing so by the plantation owner, John Gladstone – there can be no
better testimonial.

Secondly, James Cropper argued in a succession of abolitionist pamphlets that slavery in the
Caribbean was uneconomic when compared to the cost of free labour in the British East
Indies.

And finally, as a Liverpool abolitionist he initiated, helped fund and organised the British
‘abolitionist revival’ that led to the Abolition of Slavery in 1833 and the freeing of over
800,000 enslaved Africans within the British Empire.
Cropper was a leader, a mentor of Joseph Sturge, an orator, a recruiter of Daniel O’Connell, a
networker in both Britain and the United States, he worked with all the radical abolitionists,
he was both a funder of Thomas Clarkson and a fundraiser for the free black press in the
United States. Cropper was a propogandist and (according to John Gladstone) an
insurrectionist, and by always keeping with his deep religious beliefs, he was a moral, decent,
and highly respected man.
When Harriet Beecher Stowe deigned to ‘even’ visit Liverpool in 1853, she knew exactly
where the struggle to free 800,000 enslaved Africans had begun – with James Cropper and
the Dingle Group of Dingle Bank, Liverpool - on ground that has been consecrated and
made holy by the prayers and efforts of those who first commenced the struggle for that
sacred cause.

In 1853 the people of Liverpool (and in particular 21,953 women) welcomed Harriet Beecher
Stowe and her liberal views with open arms – the city had been at the forefront of the
abolition of slavery in 1833 and had then turned its attention to the continued legacy of
slavery in the United States, so acting upon the words of McGregor Laird.
Are we to stop here? – to be content with compounding for our guilt, leaving the millions
whose fathers we enslaved unenfranchised in America? – or are we to pay it in full by using
the peaceable and lawful means God has granted us, to advance the abolition of slavery
throughout the world.
McGregor Laird of Birkenhead (1844).

The history of James Cropper, the Dingle Group and Liverpool’s pivotal role in the abolition
of slavery in 1833 may be a history that one day even the city of Liverpool, even its own
academia and even its own museums will fully embrace.

Until that day, the only memorials to James Cropper lie hidden amongst the writings of
Elizabeth Gaskell and Jules Verne, but crucially they also lie within our fifth and final novel
– again wholly set on the Wirral peninsula, but with one notable exception – Dingle Bank.
‘The Dingle Group’ – part of a network of black, white and mixed race ‘brothers’ and
‘sisters’ working together to achieve the abolition of slavery and full civil rights in a civilised
society. The Dingle Group - supported by the great people of Liverpool and paid secret
tribute by some of the giants of world literature – a wonderful story to tell our children.

The Importance of Religious Faith
As we continue our adventures in both literature and history, it is important to appreciate the
devoutly Christian driving force behind so many of our 19th century ‘cast of players’ – both
black, white and mixed race.

A strong religious faith, a love of God, country, and of fellow human beings is at the core of
their beliefs and our wider story. There is also a genuine belief in repentance, atonement, and
forgiveness for a generation, who, like the rest of us, could not help the era, the society, the
wealth, or the colour of the skin they were born into.

They could only work together as ‘brothers’ and ‘sisters’ and ‘do their best’ in dedicating
their whole lives to the abolition of slavery, this was as true for James Cropper as it was for
Quamina and Jack Gladstone.

They worked as part of a complex system of local, national and international networks –
sometimes only joined together by a flimsy pamphlet working its way from Dingle Bank,
Liverpool to a dimly lit slave hut in the Caribbean and read out loud by an enslaved African
American who had been (illegally) taught to read and write.

They should all command our utmost respect as ‘brothers’ and ‘sisters’.

There is no statue or plaque dedicated to James Cropper, it may be that like William Wilson
he did not seek recognition, but how should we remember James Cropper?

Garrisonians knew the names of famous British abolitionists—Clarkson, Cropper,
Wilberforce, O’Connell—far better than they knew the men themselves.
William Caleb McDaniel

The Clarkson Memorial
Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.

The O’Connell Monument
O’Connell Street Dublin.

The Wilberforce Monument
Kingston Upon Hull.

“What a big book, captain,
might be made with all that is
known!”
“And what a much bigger book
still with all that is not
known!”

Captain Nemo – The
Mysterious Island (1874) by
Jules Verne.
Joseph Sturge Memorial
Birmingham.

Zachary Macaulay
Memorial
Westminster Abbey.

In memory of James Cropper of
Liverpool (1773-1840). Hero.

The year 2033 represents the two hundredth anniversary of the abolition of slavery within the
British Empire. A slavery memorial statue in Liverpool could tell the history of both the
Demerara slave revolt and Liverpool’s pivotal role in the abolition of slavery in 1833.

Assuredly, if insurrection is ever a sacred duty, it must be when it is directed against Slavery.
Victor Hugo
Future generations will learn that in the 19th century the people of Liverpool did care greatly
about the plight of enslaved Africans and indeed were capable of doing great things.

Jules Verne and the ‘Dingle Group’ will now ask us to consider ‘forgiveness and
reconciliation’ as we move towards Birkenhead’s not inconsiderable role in the American
Civil War.
If Harriet Beecher Stowe’s book Uncle Tom’s
Cabin had indeed started this great war, then
by early 1863, the American Civil War was not
going particularly well for President Abraham
Lincoln.
Confederate General Robert E Lee’s victory at
Chancellorsville in May 1863 was his greatest
military achievement to date and caused great
consternation in Washington D.C. just 40 miles
away.
The Confederate victory at the Battle of
Chancellorsville - April 30 to May 6, 1863.

As a sign of increased desperation, the Government of Abraham Lincoln briefly considered
the one act that would both calm public opinion and guarantee a Unionist victory in the
American Civil War …….

…… the naval bombardment of Birkenhead.

Next in Jules Verne and the Heroes of Birkenhead.

Part 18 – Abraham Lincoln threatens war with Great Britain over events
in Birkenhead.

Champions of Jamaican Emancipation
Thomas Clarkson (1760 – 1846) - Champion of Jamaican Emancipation.

Thomas Clarkson was a tireless anti-slavery lobbyist whose efforts led to the abolition of the
slave trade in Britain in 1807.
Born in Cambridgeshire, England in 1760, Clarkson began lobbying against slavery in his
early twenties and in 1787 he became a founding member of the Committee for the Abolition
of the Slave Trade.
Clarkson took responsibility for collecting evidence to support the abolition of the slave
trade, travelling throughout Britain gathering first hand accounts of slave abuses from
sailors and surgeons who travelled on slave ships. These featured prominently in his antislavery publications, and included vivid descriptions of the Middle Passage and the
techniques used to restrain the slaves. He also obtained some of the devices used to inflict
abuse upon slaves, including leg-shackles, branding irons and instruments for forcing open
slave’s jaws. Demonstrations of their uses were given during public lectures. These works
provided a firm basis for the first abolitionist speech in the British House of Commons on
May 12, 1789, delivered by William Wilberforce. The speech was the beginning of the
protracted parliamentary campaign, during which a motion in favour of abolition was moved
in the British Parliament almost every year until 1806.
The act abolishing the Slave Trade in British colonies was passed on March 25, 1807 making
the trade in slaves illegal in Britain and her colonies.
Clarkson afterwards shifted his focus towards the complete abolition of slavery, becoming a
founding member of the Society for the Mitigation and Gradual Abolition of Slavery.
Clarkson continued providing evidence against slavery, and spearheaded numerous petitions
demanding an end to slavery. With the passage of the Slavery Abolition Act of 1833 Clarkson
cemented his place as a stalwart of the Emancipation movement and earned the gratitude of
all individuals freed by his actions.
The Jamaica Information Service – Office of the Prime Minister (2022).

William Wilberforce (1759 – 1833) - Champion of Jamaican Emancipation.

Co-founder and leader of the Committee for the Abolition of the Slave Trade, William
Wilberforce spent over 20 years lobbying for the abolition of the slave trade in the British
Parliament. His keen debating skills helped maintain Parliamentary focus on the subject until
the passage of the Slave Trade Abolition Act in 1807.
After being voted into the British House of Commons in 1784, Wilberforce, a devout
Christian, resolved within himself to lobbying against the “depraved and unchristian” trade
in Parliament. His first speech to Parliament on the subject on May 12, 1789, gave vivid
accounts of the atrocities perpetrated against slaves, and won several new supporters for the
cause.
Wilberforce went on to move bills for the abolition of the slave trade almost every year
between 1790 and 1805, but they were all defeated despite efforts by the Committee for the
Abolition of the Slave Trade to win public support.
In 1806, Wilberforce published an influential tract advocating abolition, which resulted in
several resolutions supporting abolition being passed by Parliament. On the back of a
widespread public campaign, the Abolition Bill was tabled in January 1807, and was
subsequently accepted by Parliament with an overwhelming majority.
Following this success Wilberforce turned his attention to lobbying for the abolition of
slavery itself.
To this day Wilberforce is regarded as a seminal figure in the anti-slavery cause, whose
contributions were truly instrumental in the victories the movement achieved.
The Jamaica Information Service – Office of the Prime Minister (2022).

Joseph Sturge (1793 – 1859) - Champion of Jamaican Emancipation.

Outspoken career activist, Joseph Sturge, dedicated most of his life to the emancipation of
slaves in all British territories. Sturge was born in Gloucestershire, England, in 1793, and
joined the abolition movement in 1823.
When the Anti-Slavery Society, founded in 1827, chose to pursue slavery reforms instead of
immediate abolition, Sturge left and formed his own organisation, the Agency Committee,
which used, among other things, mass leafleting and neighbourhood lectures to agitate for
slavery’s immediate end.
After the passage of the Emancipation Act in 1834, freeing all slaves in British colonies,
Sturge became an outspoken critic of the six-year apprenticeship period, which was to
precede full freedom in 1840.
Between 1834 and 1837, he travelled to several British Caribbean colonies, gathering
information proving that the abuses of slavery were continued during Apprenticeship. He
published his findings in two books, which drew widespread criticism of the apprenticeship
system, forcing the British Government to implement full emancipation in 1838 – two years
earlier than planned.
While in Jamaica, Sturge helped found the Sturge Town free village in St. Ann, providing
land and homes for newly freed slaves.
In 1838 Sturge shifted his focus towards ending slavery worldwide and founded the British
and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society to achieve this end. This Society reaped several successes
during Sturge’s lifetime and continued to function even after his death in 1859. The Society is
still in operation today under the name Anti-Slavery International, a testament to the tireless
effort Sturge displayed during his lifetime towards ending slavery.
J
The Jamaica Information Service – Office of the Prime Minister (2022).

William Knibb (1803 – 1845) - Champion of Jamaican Emancipation.

Baptist missionary, William Knibb, emerged as the champion of the Negroes during the early
17th century for his tireless efforts to have slavery abolished. Knibb arrived in the island in
1824, and like his counterpart, Thomas Burchell, he quickly became an outspoken critic of
slavery, deeming it “glutted with crimes against God and man”. Knibb gained the respect of
the slaves after publicising the unfair arrest of a slave Sam Swiney.
Swiney was convicted and flogged for preaching without a licence, when in fact he was only
praying. Knibb published full details of the case in an island newspaper, which led to the
dismissal of the magistrates involved.
After the Great Jamaican Slave Rebellion of 1832 Knibb was arrested on suspicion that he
helped instigate the rebellion. After his eventual release, Knibb continued his outspoken
criticism of slavery, even in the face of death threats and the destruction of his church at
Falmouth, Trelawny.
In 1832 Knibb travelled to England where he appeared before committees of both Houses of
Parliament, outlining the atrocities of slavery and the difficulties facing missionary groups.
He also toured England and Scotland, preaching about the oppression of the slaves. Knibb
spoke with such fervency that he won numerous supporters for the anti-slavery cause, leading
to the passage of the Emancipation Act of 1832, which granted freedom to all slaves in
British colonies.
After returning to Jamaica Knibb continued working to improve the social conditions facing
Negroes. He founded the free villages, Wilberforce (now Refuge), Kettering and Granville,
all in Trelawny, and also established several chapels and schools all over the island.
After his death in 1845, Knibb remained the unmatched champion of the slaves. For his
efforts he was awarded one of Jamaica’s highest civil honours, the Order of Merit, at the
150th anniversary of slavery in the British colonies.
The Jamaica Information Service – Office of the Prime Minister (2022).

Thomas Burchell (1799 – 1846) - Champion of Jamaican Emancipation.

Baptist Missionary Thomas Burchell was instrumental in convincing the Baptist Missionary
Society (BMS) and other social organisations to lobby the British Parliament to end slavery
in its Caribbean colonies.
Burchell arrived in Jamaica from England in 1822 and quickly developed a deep hatred for
slavery because of the abuses slaves endured. He wrote several letters to the BMS criticising
slavery, helping to spur the organisation to join with the Society for the Abolition of Slavery
in lobbying the British Government to end slavery.
In 1827 one of Burchell’s letters was published in a popular British magazine and when news
of the letter reached Jamaica, the local planters had Burchell arrested for sedition. The
planters offered to drop the charge if Burchell would make a public apology for his
statements, but Burchell refused. The case was eventually discontinued, but Burchell earned
folk hero status among the slaves for his firm anti-slavery stance.
Burchell’s reputation caused him to be arrested as an instigator, after the Great Slave
Rebellion of 1832. He was released later that year, and afterwards travelled to Britain where
he began working with the Anti-Slavery movement, providing first hand details of the
atrocities of slavery. This information was heavily relied upon by members of the AntiSlavery movement to gain the passage of the Emancipation Act of 1832.
Returning to Jamaica in 1833, Burchell, like other Baptist missionaries, purchased large
tracts of land and divided them into smaller lots, which he sold to the ex-slaves, allowing
them to form free villages. Burchell himself was the founder of the Bethel Town and Mount
Carey free villages in Montego Bay, St. James. Before his death he founded several churches,
schools, and health centers all over the island catering to the ex-slaves.

The Jamaica Information Service – Office of the Prime Minister (2022).

Edward Jordon (1800 – 1869) - Champion of Jamaican Emancipation.

Newspaper editor, statesman, and political activist, Edward Jordon helped galvanize public
opinion against slavery in Jamaica among the free mulatto class using his newspaper The
Watchman.
Jordon, a Jamaican mulatto, enjoyed more privileges and a higher social status than the
slaves, but was barred from enjoying basic civil rights, such as voting or giving evidence in
court, because of his non-white status. Jordon emerged as an outspoken member of the
mulatto group, actively using his newspaper to lobby for their interests. He surprised many,
however, by also being very sympathetic to the slaves, regularly publishing articles
criticizing the harsh treatment they experienced.
In 1832 he printed an editorial calling for the planters to “knock off the fetters, and let the
oppressed go free”. In response the Jamaican planters had Jordon tried for sedition, which
carried the death penalty. Though the charge was eventually dropped, Jordon spent six
months in prison before his release.
Jordon continued campaigning against slavery even after his release, and after winning the
Kingston seat in the House of Assembly in 1835 he helped implement the articles of the
Emancipation Act of 1834.
Jordon went on to have a prolific career in public and private service. He founded another
newspaper, The Morning Journal, and became manager of the Kingston Savings Bank, and
director of the Planters’ Bank. At various times he held the offices of Mayor and Custos of
Kingston; Speaker of the House of Assembly and Colonial Secretary. A memorial statue of
him was unveiled in Kingston in 1875, and can be seen today in the St. William Grant Park in
downtown Kingston.

The Jamaica Information Service – Office of the Prime Minister (2022).

Sam Sharpe (1801 – 1832) - Champion of Jamaican Emancipation.

National hero, Samuel Sharpe, was an outstanding leader whose drive to dismantle the
system of slavery helped strengthen the movement towards the abolition of slavery in all
British colonies. Sharpe was born in the early 1800s, at the height of Jamaica’s sugar and
slave economy, in which Negroes were regularly brought into the island and sold as slave
labourers, mostly to sugar plantations.
Some owners, including Sharpe’s, were sympathetic to the slaves, treating them humanely
and allowing them to be educated. As Sharpe grew to adulthood he became a popular Baptist
preacher and an outspoken anti-slavery critic.
In 1831 Sharpe conceived a radical plan to end slavery in Jamaica by having the slaves
strike on December 28 and refusing to work until wages were negotiated. Sharpe maintained
however, that the slaves should avoid violence at all costs. The plan was readily accepted
and gained supporters in most of the western parishes.
However, on December 27 some slaves set fire to buildings on the Kensington Estate,
sparking outbreaks of violence on other plantations, and foiling Sharpe’s plan for passive
resistance. In retaliation the government called out the armed forces, who brutally put down
the insurrections on all estates, killing over 500 slaves. Sharpe was later tried and hanged for
his role in instigating the revolt.
Despite the number of lives lost, the size of the rebellion forced the British Government to
address the widespread anti-slavery sentiment in the island.
In 1833 the British House of Commons formed a committee to pursue the abolition slavery in
all British colonies, and the following year the Emancipation Act was passed, stipulating that
slavery would end on August 1, 1834.
For his contribution to the anti-slavery movement Sharpe was posthumously conferred with
the nation’s highest honour, the Order of National Hero, in 1975. His face today appears on
the Jamaican fifty-dollar bill and a statue of him was constructed at Sam Sharpe Square in
St. James.
J
The Jamaica Information Service – Office of the Prime Minister (2022).

Sam Sharpe (1801 – 1832)

Illustrations
Part 17
-AcknowledgementsJules Verne Pays Tribute to the Birkenhead and Liverpool Abolitionists.
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